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In accordance with 10 C.F.R. 52.754, Applicant, Duke
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Conclusions of Law in the form of an Initial Decision. These

findings supersede Appl'icant's Proposed Findings of Fact and
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Conclusions of Law in the form of a Partial Initial Decision,
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In the Matter of )
)

DUKE POWER COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-369
) 50-370

(William B. McGuire Nuclear )
Station, Units 1 and 2) )

.

INITIAL DECISION
(OPERATDiG LICENSE PROCIIDDIG)

I. BACKGROUND

This initial decision considers the application for
.

facility operating licenses to the Duke Power Ccrpany (here-
'

inafter " Applicant") to authorize the operation of the Wil-

liam 3. McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2 (the facility).

The facility consists of two pressurized water nuclear re-
'

' actors located on Applicant's site in Mecklenburg County,-

:
l Nor*J1 Carolina. The reacters are designed to operate at ccre

power levels up to 3411 thermal megawatts, with a net elec-

trical cutput of 1180 megawatts per unit. The facility is on

i
the shore of Lake Norman, about 1,000 yards east of the

i

Catawba River and approximately 17 miles northwest of Char-

lotte, North Carolina.

1
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On September 18, 1970, the Applicant filed an application

with the Atomic Energy Commission, new the Nuclear Regulatory

Codniscien,1/ (hereinaf ter " Commission" or "NRC") , for cermits4 -

3 .
-

to ccnstruct and operate the McGuire Station, Units 1 and 2.

Construction Permits Nos. CPPR-83 and CPPR-34 were issued

on February 28, 1973, fellcwing reviews by the Ccmmission's

Regulatory Staff (hereinafter * Staff") and the Advisc y
Cc=mittee' on Reacec: Safeguards, as well as public hearings

before an Atemic Safety and Licensing Scard in Charlotte,
,

North Carolina, en July 27, 30, September 6-3, Septembe:

12-15, Octche: 10-11 and Octo'ce: 24, and November 1-4, 1972.

Cn June 14, 1974, the Ccmmissicn published in the
. <

Federal Recister (39 Fed. Reg. 20833) a notice of the receipt

of an application by the Agglicant, for f acility operating
.

licenses for the McGuire f acility. In response tc that notice,

the Carolina Envirennental Study G: cup (hereinaf te: "CESG*

ce "Intervence") filed a " Petition For Leave To Intervene
x-

And Recuest For Public Hearing" on July 15, 1974. On Cete'e:c

1, 1974, the instant At:cic Safety and Licensing Scard (here-

inafter " Heard") issued an Ceder granting CISG leave to
;

intervene. Cn June 3, 1975, the Applicant, CESG and NRC

Staf f entered into a stipulatica relating : :he che admissien

of con:enticas te be : esc 17ed at the operating license hear ing.

.

_1/ Pursuan: to the Ener v. Recre.ani:atica Ac: ef 1974, 42 C.S.C.
.

S5301 et sec., the Nuclea: Regula: cry Cc=missica succeeded
tc the licensing and :egulatory f uncti:ns of the A::=ic
Inergy Cc==issica.
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We note that the Applicant did not agree that there was

merit to any of the contentions, and that the Applicant en-
, .

.

tered, into stipulation'' solely for the purpose of expediting
,

the proceeding. The stipulation was forwarded'to the Board,*

e

' 'Ohich approved it on December 31, 1975.
,

.,

Following reviews by the Staff and the Advisory Committee
,

on Reactor Safeguards, public hearings were conducted in this
1

matteron_karch28-31andApril 1, 19-22, 1977, to consider
.s

the Stipulated Contentions (Nos. 1, 2, and 6) relating to en-
vironmental issues, Viz. need for power, cost-benefit analysis~'-

i
of alternative modes of generation, and solar power, and on

,

August 22-24, 30-31, 1978 to consider the Stipulated Conten-
tions (Nos. 3 & 5) relating to radiolcgical health and safety

1/
-

issues, viz. seismic design and financial qualifications.

The parties presenting evidence at the hearings were Appli-

cant, the Staff and the Intervenor.

Tbs Board is guided in this operauing license proceed-

| ,

-ing by Appendix A, Section VIII of 10.C?R Part 2, which in' '

| s _/

,

. subsectich (b) provides that the Scard will make findings-

t
- of matters in controversy among the parties. ' So postured,b;

I the Board focuses its attention on the contested issues of this
2/
- ,

Case.

._

1

| 1/ The Board, by its Order of April 21, 1976 ruled that In-
tervenor's failure to advise whether it would pursue-

Stipulated Contention 4, "resulted in the withdrawal" of
s

such contention.
-''

i -2/ Additional matters, set forth in Par: II! infra were also
l considered at the evidentihry hearings.

,

_
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' II. CONTESTED ISSUES

Stipulated contention 1(a) reads:

I .' "" Operation of the McGuire Plant is not required
a' in order to meet demands for power which can

reasonably be anticipated for the remainder of
this decade. The Applicant's forecasts alleging
the necessity for the McGuire Plant are deficient
in that, among other things, they do not signi-
ficantly consider the following operative factors
in the Applicant's service area: (a) the his-
torical trend which shows significantly greater
decline in peak demand growth rate since Circa
1968 and especially within the past two years,
than the Applicant recognizes."

Intervenor alleges that Applicant's forecast of need for
,

power is deficient in that it fails to adequately censider

what Intervenor views to be a greater decline in the peak de-

mand growth rate than is recognized. Applicant's tes s ony

shows that the temperature corrected annual peak demands for
4 1968 to 1976 have increased at an annual rate of in excess of

1/
-

7.0% with the exception of the years 1974 and 1975. (Testi-

mcny of D. E. Sterrett at 6, following Transcript (hereinafter

'

"Tr.") 997, wherein the following table appears:''
'

O
Annual Peak - MW Increase Over Previous Year

t

i
I YT.AR AS RECORDED CORRECTED MW PERCENT

1968 5364.2 5432 597 12.3
1969 6031.5 5921 489 9.0
1970 6398.5 6423 502 8.5

1971 6723.1 6916 493 7.7
1972 7449.5 7580 664 9.6

1973 8235.6 8352 772 10.2
1974 8057.6 8291 (61) (0.7)

|,
1975 8600.6 8528 237 2.9

1976 9487.2 9122 594 7.0
.

-1/Intervenor's Exhibit 34 (See Tr. 1979) reveals cha: the 1977
peak, which cccurred on February 7, 1978, was 9690 MN as re-
corded and 9557 MN corrected for tenperature. As can be seen,
this is an increase of 435 MW and a 4.8 percent increase over<

the pervious year.
l --- .~ _ - _ . _ __ _ , , _ _ . _ _ . _ __ _ _ __
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Both the Applicant and the Staff are in agreement that the

dampening of electrical power demand during 1974 and 1975 was
, , .
' *

primarily the result of the Arab cil embargo of 1973 and the.

i

downturn which was experienced by the U. S. economy in 1974

as exemplified by the 1.7% decrease in gross national product

in real dollars during the year (Testimony of D. H. Sterrett

at 2, 6-7, following Tr. 997; Testimony of G. Thomas Sav at

2, 16, follcwing Tr. 1117) . Indeed, Intervenor's witness con-

cedes that slew growth in demand may represent " plateauing"

rather than a long-ters trend (Tr.1442) . . Likewise, 1975 was

also a sicw econcmic year frem a growth standpoint (Testimony

of G. Thcmas Sav at 2-3, folicwing Tr.1117; Staff Exhibit 1,

Final Enviremmental Statement (hereinafter "FIS") at 59.1;

and Applicant's Testimony of D. E. Sterrett at 6, follcwing

Tr. 997). Intervenor does not dispute the fact that the

econcmy was in a recession during the period in question (Tr.

- 1442).
'~'

Applicant's testimony reflects the following forecasts
1/

of peak load:-

1/For a discussion of the general methcdology utill:e'd by Ap-
plicant in forecasting peak 1 cad, see the Licensing Board's
decision in Applicant's Catawba Nuclear Station, 7 AIC 659,
673-674 (1974). See also Tr. 1052. It should be noted chat
rather than attempting to find a simple arithmetical pattern
in its historical demands, Applicant's forecast reflects a
centinuous process of revision to reflect changes in trends

_

based on specific facts (TesM ony of D. E. Sterrett, at 5,
following Tr. 997). For instance, as early as 1949, Appli-
cant reccgni:ed a decay facecr in its load grcwth, and has
adjusted that factor over the years based on its engineer-
ing judgement (Tr. 1065-1066).
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Date of
Forecast Unit Commercial System Percent

Peak Period Peak Load Additions Operation Capability Reserve

1977 Summer 9,523 12,456 30.8
Wi~nter 9,510 12,456 31.0.

1978 Su=mer 10,163 12,456 22.6
Winter 10,235 McGaire 1 1-1-79 12,456 21.7

1979 Summer 10,820 13,636 26.0
Winter 11,053 McGuire 2 1-1-80 13,636 23.4

1980 Summer 11,645 14,795 27.0'

Winter 11,884 14,795 24.5

1981 Summer 12,337 Catawba 1 7-1-81 14,795 19.9
Winter 12,685 15,948 25.7

,

1982 Stsmer 13,059 15,948 22.1
Winter 13,506 Catawba 2 1-1-83 15,879 17.6

1983 Summer 13,810 17,032 23.3
Winter 14,352 Cherokee 1 1-1-84 16,804 17.1

1984 Summer 14,589 18,084 24.0 <

Winter 15,220 Perkins I l-1-85 17,823 17.1

1985 Scmmer 15,400 19,103 24.0
Winter 16,112 19,010 18.0

1986 Sm=mer 16,243 Cherokee 2 7-1-86 19,010 17.0
Winter 17,019 20,290 19.2

m

1987 Summer 17,122 Perkins 2 7-1-87 20,290 18.5
,

Winter 17,.943 21,570 20.2'

1988 Su=mer 18,037 21,570 19.6
Winter 18,883 Cherokee 3 1-1-89 21,570 14.2

1989 Summer 18,974 22,850 20.4
Winter 19,825 Perkins 3 1-1-90 22,850 15.3

;,

1990 Sum =er 19,943 24,130 21.0'

(Testi=cny of D. E. Sterrett, Attachmen: 1, fc11cwing Tr. 997.) -1/

.

1/The Scard is aware of Applicant's most recent peak icad fere-
cast of January 9, 1978. See Applicant's January 9, 1978
letter to the Scarf and parties. The Scard notes that this
forecast does not reflect a significant departure frem the
evidence already in the reccrd.
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' The Staff's analysis of need for the McGuire facility con-
firms that there is a high likelihood that the facility will

1/' '

be needed by the 1979-1981 timeframe'- (Testimony of G. Thomas*

.

Sav, at 16, following Tr.1117) . The Staff's ferecast of peak
2/
-

load and reserve margin analysis is set forth as folicws:

-- - . . .

l_/ We note that the Applicant issued a press release on
July 19, 1977, in which it~ announced that the ccmmercial
operation dates for McGuire Units 1 and 2 have slipped
six months (to mid-1979) and one year (to early 1981)
respectively. The January 9, 1978 forecast and ecccmpany-
ing press release does not change these. dates. These
new operation dates fall within the 1979-81 timeframe
for operation of the McGuire Units which was analyzed
by the Staff and Applicant in their need for pcwer analyses.
Accordingly, these analyses remain valid for McGuire.
In this regard, see the Appeal Board's language in
Niacara Mohawk Pcwer Core. (Nine Mile Point Nuclear Sta-
tion, Unit 2), ALAB-264, 1 NRC 347, 365-66 (1975) to
the effect that:

"[W]e do not consider the difference in pre-
dicted year of need - 1979 vs. 1981 - a
statistically meaningful distinction. If
there was one thing agreed upon in the pre-
caeding below, it is that inherent in any fore-
cast of future electric power demands is_.
a substantial margin of uncertainty."

See also Duke ?cwer Co. (Catawba Nuclear Staticn, Units
1 and 2) , ALAB-355, 4 NRC 397, 407, 410-11 (1976);
Public Service Co. of Indiana, Inc. (Marble Hill Nuclear
Generating Station, Units 1 and 2) , ALA3-459, 7 NRC
179, 185 (February 16, 1978) and Kansas Gas & Electric
Ccm=any, et al. (Wolf Creek Generating Station, Uni? No.

;

i
1) ALA3-462, 7 NRC 320, 326-333 (March 9, 1978).

2/ An explanation of the Staff's nethcdology of its fore-
casts and analyses of need for power are. set forth in
the testimeny of G. Themas Sav, at 10-16, folicwing
Tr. 1117. -

)
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. 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

Forecast Peak 1/Load, MWe -
,.

*
, . .

at 7.5% 9,733 10,463 11,247 12,091 12,998'

at 6.5% 9,552 10,173 10,835 11,539 12,289

at 5.5% 9,374 9,889 10,433 11,007 11,612

Reserve Margin
with McGuire, %

st 7.5% 28.0 19.0 21.2 22.4 13.8

at 6.5% 30.4 22.4 25.9 28.2 20.4

at 5.5% 32.9 26.0 30.7 34.4 27.4

Reserve Margin With-
out McGuire, %

at 7.5% 23.0 19.0 10.7 2.8 -4.3

at 6.5% 30.4 22.4 15.0 7.8 1.2
~

at 5.5% 32.9 26.0 19.4 13.0 7.1

(Testimony of G. Thomas Sav, Table 6 following Tr.1117.)
' In addition, the testimony reflects that the North

~-

Carolina Utilities Commission (hereinafter "NCUr") developed

its own independent projections of pea'c load (Tr. 1391-92;

See Testimony of G. Thomas Sav, at 9 and 16, following Tr.

1117). These projections reflect a peak demand of 16,756 MN

in 1986 and 21,629 MW in 1990 (See pp. II-5 and II-6 of the

NCUC Report of 1977 referenced at Tr. 1394). We note that

the NCUC projections were the product of a thorcugh study of
.

need for power within the State of North Carolina which was

l_/ As can be seen, Applicant's 1977 temperature corrected
peak load of 9557 MW (See in. 1 at 4, supra) compares
nose favorably with Staff 6.5% growth rate scenario.

_. _ _ _ . _ _ _ . , _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ . - _ . _ __
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-

directed by State law (Tr. 1420). This state evaluation was-

the subject of extensive public hearings in which Intervenor

was an active p.articipant (Tr. 1391, 1395-96).'

.

In October 1975, Intervenor predicted a peak for 1986

of 3,580 .W (Intervencr's Exhibit 3, Fig. I; Testimony of

Jesse I. Riley, at 13, following Tr. 1265). Using the ICNCCE

methcdology, Interiener new projects a peak of 11,500 'N by

1986 (Interrenor's Exhibit 3, Fig. I, pp. 13-14 ) .

To calculate a peak forecast for a given year, Inter-

venor multiplied max N = demand per residential custcmer by

the product of the number of residential custcmers and a vaine

representing the ratio of discreticnary inceme in the forecast

year to discretionary inceme in the preceding year (referred

to as DIR) (Interrenor's Exhibit 3 at p. 6) . Interrenor terms
2/
~

this operation the ICNCCE methcd. The ICNCCE calculations

were criticized for calculating peak demand per residential

custcmer by dividing the total peak demand on Applicant's^

~,

system, including industrial and commercial leads (which ac-

count for about 60% of Cuke's retail sales) by the number of

:

1/ The 3 card is ccgnizant of the Appeal 3 card's recent re-
-

view of these NCCC projections. See Carclina Fewer &
Licht Ccepany (Shearon Harris Nuclear Pcwer Plant, Units
1, 2, 3& 4) ALAB-390 NRC (Slip Cp., August 23,
1973). Therein at sliTeo. 12, the Acceal scard stated

''

that "the NCUC total demiEd forectst is entitled to be
given great weight". -

2f IIMCCE is an acrenym fer the Integral of the Ordinate
of the Normal Curve of Error (Testisccy of Jesse L.
Riley, Exhibit 3 at 3) . Selected histerical lead data has
been fitted by Intervencr to a Gaussian Distribution Curve
(ncrual curve of error) and trends projected along that
curve. Hence, the name.

. . . _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - - _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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. residential meters only (Tr. 1397, 1417-1419). Applicant

testified that the peak per residential meter is not a mean--

y ingftil figure since it fails to take into account consump-,

tion by wholesale customers or apartment dwellers (Tr. 1614-

' 1615). For instance, Applicant's acquisition of the facilities

of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 1977 and

of the Greenwocd County Electric System in 1966, adding roughly

35,000 residential meters to Applicant's system, would reduce

Intervenor's forecast (Tr. 1615-16) . Intervenor's calculation

of diserstionary inecme was also attacked for excluding hous-

ing as an essential cost (Tr. 1428-29). Intervenor concedes

that housing is an essential cost (Tr. 1428-1429). ICNCOE

has not been previously exposed except to the North Carolina <

Utilities Commission, which did not adopt it (Tr. 1396).

The Board finds that the ICNCOE method is not valid

since the method includes only one ecmponent (residential
.

- meters) of Applicant's load. Industrial demands for electricity
\

# could vary with any number of factors other than discretionary

inccme of individuals, i.e., with demands for industrial pro-

ducts by consumers outside Applicant's service area or an in-

crease in industrial cutput of gecds and services because of

Nort.h Carolina's efforts to attract new industry (Tr. 1092;

Testimony of G. Themas Sav, Table 5, following Tr. 1117).
i
'

Further, Intervenor's DIR projections ere estimates for the

naticn and not North Carolina (Tr. 1444), and residentihl loads
.

may reflect, in addition to the amount of discretionary ince=e,

.-
. . _ - -
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. the consumer's decision to spend scre c: less of it on

electricity, such as his chcice whether to purchase space
, .

;. conditiening c new appliances.

In short, the IONCOE forecast is based on a " fit"
.

with actual data cver an arbitrary peried of time and not.

a showing that the forecast takes all relevant f acts into

account (Tr. 1577). As discussed with respect to contentien

1(d) infra, there is ne basis to asst =e that demands per

custeme are app: caching saturatica. In additien no the

above, an examination of the p:cjected g:cwth :ates of peak

lead demand reflects that Intervenc:'s ferecast is unrealistic.

Two relevant studies, which project the electrical

pcwer demand over the next een years, indicate that en the

hasis of the g:cwth rate of peak demand there will be a

need fc: the pcwer to be generated by the McGuire Nuclea:

Station. These studies are the previcusly referenced Nc:th
_

Carolina Utilities Ccmmission report and one cenducted by
-

the Federal Energy Administra:icn (Testimony of G. Themas Sav,

at 4-5, 9, felicwing T:. 1117).

The Federal Energy Adminis::atica (hereinafter
i

"?EA") based its national forecast upon three scenarics;

a :eference case, a censervation scenaric, and electrifica:icn
r

! scenarie. In each instance, the g:cwth in peak lead demand

th cugh 1935 is expected to be at least 3.9% per annus vi h

.

- - , - ,w--r- -rry v- ,- r- -

__
-
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possible growth of up to 6.9% per annum, depending upon the

g:cwth scenario being analy:ed (Testimony of G. Thomas Sav,-

g a: *5, following T:. 1117). Moreover, the FEA p cjects that in
,

the Southern Atlantic states ( the area served by the Applicant),

electrical power demand will g:cw at a faster rate than the

national average by app cximately 5.2 to 10.2% (Testimony of

G. Themas Sav, at 5, fc11cwing T:. 1117).s

The North Carclina Utilities Ccamission's forecas

of electrical power requirements fe the Applicant's se:vice

area thecugh 1986 shews an average annual total sales g:cwth

cf 6.94% wi:h an tanual average peak load g:cwth in the

same peried of 6.90% (Testimony of G. Themas Sav, at 8,
<

following T:. 1117). In addition, the NCUC p:cj ected that

the peak load g:cwth : ate will increase 6.59% per annu=

during the pericd 1986-1990 (T:. 1291-92). We note that

during the extensive public hearings held in that ma::er,

Intervenor's witness testified and presented his mechedclegy
/

which :eflected a 2-3% g:cwth : ate th:cugh 1936 (T:. 1610-11).

Applicant's forecas: fc: peak load g:cwth f:cm 1977

to 1981 cc::esponds to the abcve-:eferenced studies. Specif-

ically, it shows an average ecmpound growth of 6.'69% in peak

power demand taking into account a decaying g:cw h rate

(T:. 1065-66). -1/In additien, this p:cjecticn considered :he
effect of Icad management p:cgrams being imnlemen:ed by :he ,

Applicant (Testimony of C. E. Ster:ett, at 3, felicwing T:. 997).

-1/ The Board is aware of Acplicant's mest recent peak
lead forecasts. See in. 1 at 6, su=ra.

_
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The Staff is in agreement with the Applicant's forecast

and the previously cited studies in that it projected the
,

s
*

peak load growth during this period through 1987. to be ap-
;

proximately a 6.5% annual growth rate, ranging from a low of

5.5% to a high of 7.5% (Testimony of G. Thomas Sav, at 12, ,

following Tr. 1117).

Intervenor's forecasts of peak load demand project a

rate of increase which is much smaller than those contained

in the aforementione'd forecasts. Utilizing its IONCOE meth-

odology and based on a DIR range of .99 to 1.02, Intervenor

projects essentially zero growth in per-custcmer consumption

after 1980, attempting to support this conclusion by painting

a bleak economic future for Applicant's service area (Inter-

venor's Exhibit 3, at 6, fig. III).

Based upon the historical pattern of growth in electri-

cal power consumption in the Applicant's service area, Appli-

cant and Staff projections, and other forecasts by the FIA
,,

and the NCUC, the Board finds that it is reasonable to fore-
;

cast that tha. peak power electrical consu=ption will increase

in the area served by the Applicant so as to warrant the
;

! operation of McGuire. The Board does not find support for,
i

and rejects, Intervenor's contention that peak demands in

1974 and 1975 indicate that the overall historical trend of
I

growing electrical demand in Applicant's service area has _

been reversed. In sum, the Board believes it would be folly

to plan Applicant's generation capacity based on essentially

|
'

. _ _ ,
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a no growth peak demand per custcmer scenario, a scenario
,

based upon the extent to which a randem mathematical curve

.' may fit actual historical data which is distorted by the ef-

fect of the OPEC embargo and of recession. Rather, the Scard'

finds that Applicant and Staff projections of peak icad to

be reasonable.
1

l
~

Stipulated contention 1(b) reads:

" Operation of the McGuire Plant is not required in
order to meet demands for power which can reasonably
be antitipcated for the renainder of this decade.
The Applicant's forecasts, alleging the necessity
for the McGuire Plant are deficient in that, among
other things, they do not significant1y' consider
the following operative factors in the Applicant
service area: (b) the significant effect recent
sharp increasas in the cost of electricity have had,
and will centinue to have on dampening demands."

Ch

Intervenor alleges that incraased cost of electricity

will result in a significant reduction in the demand for

electricity (Testimony of Jesse L. Riley, at 2, foll= wing

Tr. 1265). Ecwever, Applicant testified that contrary to the

^

'),
allegation, the significant impact en recent demand and energy

sales appears to have ccme frem the severe reduction in in-

dustrial output caused by the recession following the oil

embargo (Testimony of D. E. Starrett, at 7, following Tr.
!

| 997). In support of this position, the Applicant provided a

' tabulation of the annual percentage increase in total regular

sales of electric energy frem 1970 through 1976 cn its system
2

1

as follows:
'

1971/1970 1972/1971 1973/1972 1974/1973 1975/1974 1976/1975

3.6 3.2 3.8 -2.3 0.4 7.5

. . . - _ _ -. . - _ _ - _ - . - _ ._

. .
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- (Testimony of D. H. Sterrett at 7, following 997) . Appli-

also demonstrated that during the high cost recession
,

cant

period residential sales increased rather than decreased

.' (Tr. 2069).
With respect to the possible effect of price elasticity

on sales, Applicant stated that a quantitative value for the
amounu of price elasticity is not presently available for its

system. (Testimony of D. H. Sterrett, at 7, following Tr.

997, Tr. 1072). Nevertheless, a proposed schedule of peak

Icad rates had been filed with the North Carolina Utilities
Commission, for application on an experimental basis from

which the amount of price elasticity which may exist can be

determined, and such peak reduction effects have been con-

sidered in the forecast (Testimony of D. H. Sterrett, at 8,

following Tr. 997) . However, it will be several years before

any definitive value for elasticity can be determined (Testi-

many of D. H. Sterrett, at 7, following Tr. 997) . In response

to inquiries on the acceptability of the testimeny of Inter-
. . . _

l venor's witness regarding price elasticity, Applicant stated-

that such testimony was of little value in that it was based
i

on a pericd of declining rates (Tr. 1072).

The Staff stated that each of the demand forecasts it
relied upon, as well as its independent need for power an-

alysis, incorporated the probable effect that increased prices
will have on the demand for electricity (Testimony of G.

Thcmas Sav, at 17, following Tr. 1117). Specifically, the -

forecasts by the FIA and the North Carolina Utilities Com-
mission, as well as Oak Ridge Naticnal Laboratories, expli-

citly considered electricity prices in their consideration
.. . -. . _ .. - _ - . -_ _ _ _ __ _ _
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of demand (Testimony of G. Themas sav, at 17, following.

,
T . 1117). The Staff was of the view that Appficant's fore-

cast like. wise considered the effect of increased prices on

g demadd fe: electricity due to the historical nature of the
.

data being analyzed (Testimony of G. Thomas Sav, at 17,

following T:. 1117). In sum, the Staff maintained that

whether c: not demand fc: electricity is price elastic te

some extent, this elasticity is not significant in terms

of negating the need for the plant (Testimony of G. Thomas

sav, at 17, fc11cwing T:. 1117).

In suppc:t of this contention Intervenc: :elied upon

its scdified ICNCCE appecach and its consideration of pricing

impacts (See generally Intervence's Exhibit 3). The lack

"

of merit of this approach is discussed in Section 1(a), su=ra.

In scmmary, the principal defect in Intervenc:'s approach is

that it attemets .tc show that an ICNCCE curve is a fai:.-

projectica of future demands for electricity on Applicant's

system although it is based on an arbitrary and limited''
,

,

: s'
data base. Interveno: projects an s-shaped curve which will

I

reach its apex by 1980 based en demands cccc::ing in a =eried of'

recessien to shew an imminent ac-g:cwth situation in demand

pe: residential custemer enly (Intervenor's Exhibit 3, fig. III).

Intervence additicnally premises this cen:encica

|
upon a g:cwth in the sales base rate of less :han 4% which,

(

! :: argued, will necessitate further electric rate increases
i

j with the resultant incen:ive te decrease demand (In ervenc:'s
l exhibit 25, a: 2). The lack cf neri: of :his icw p: jection
i

|

|
cf sales is likewise discussed in sectica 1(a), stora.
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- The Board finds, as stated previously, that the signi-

! ficant causes for the downturn in growth of electrical pcwer
< -

9 demand in 1974 and 1075 were the Arab oil embargo and econo-

mic conditions existing during the subsequent recession. The

Board rejects Intervenor's contention that increases in the

price of electricity were a sign?.ficant factor in those down-

I turns, or that such price increases will significantly dampen

future demand. Whatever impact increases in the price of

electricity have on electrical damand.in Applicant's serrice
i

area has been considered in the studies by the FEA, Oak Ridge

National I,aboratories and the North Carolina Utilities Com-

mission, as well as the Staff's independent analysis. Appli-

cant's projections are consistant with these studies and

analyses. In sum, the Board finds that the impact the price

of electricity may have en demand in the context of Appli-
,

cant's future projections of need has been adequately con-

sidered.
v.)

Stipulated centention 1(c) reads:

"Cperation of the McGuire Plant is not required in,

' order to meet demand for power which can reasonably
be anticipated for the remainder of the decade. The
Applicant's forecast alleging the necessity for the
McGuire Plant are deficient in that, among other
things, they do not significantly consider the fol-
lowing operative factors in the Applicant service
area: (c) the significant effect Gcvernment and

! private energy conservation programs instituted
since the sc-called ' energy crises' had and will
continue to have on dampening demand."

..

Intervenor alleges that Applicant's forecast of future

electrical demand is deficient in that it fails to account for

the governmental and private energy conservarion programs.

_ - - - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . . _
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Specifically, Interveno contends that electrical demand-

in the Applicant's service area in the 1980's will decline
, .

due to increasing conservation efforts by the Federal Energy.
.'

.

Administration, industry, and residential custcmers (Testimony

of Jesse L. Riley, at 6-7, following Tr. 1265).

The Applicant, in its forecast of electrical power
requirements, has included a censideration of energy censervation
seasures, which reflect governmental and private conservatien

effects, as well as *the impact of the 1 cad management p:cgrac
.

which it has instituted to shift certain types of Icads f:cm

peak periods of the days to off-ceak periods (Testinony cf
D. E. Sterrett, at 8, fcilowing T: . 997) . This program includes

the pecmetion of better residential and commercial building
insulation, the pecmotion of reduced ccmmercial lighting,

.

the shifting of loads f:cm on-peak to off-peak hours,

limited application of rate design to en-ceak use, and the

study of the int:cduction of inter:uptible rates for direct/-
!
,

lead cent:cl (Testimony of G. Themas Sav, at 22, felicwing

m. . . .t _i t i .

The Staff testified that the FEA study discussed here-t

in, supra, which predicted a natienal electrical power demand

g:cw-h of 4.9% to 6.4% per annum th cugh 1985, included a

"censervation scena:ic". This scenaric reflected wha: FEA

described as an " aggressive" conservatica policy, and included,

in addition to icad nanagement pecgram fc: ::ilities, censid-
era:ica of na:icnal :hermal efficiency standards fc: new

._- - , -. . - . . .-- --. . _ . .- -
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residential and commercial buildings, appliance efficiency.

improvements, tax incentives for insulation retrofit of ecm-

t '

.t '
merciai and residential buildings, elimination of gas pilot

lights, increased dispersed solar energy and solid waste

energy ccmbustion (Testimony of G. Thcmas Sav, at 19-20, fol-

lewing Tr.1117) . The FIA study concluded that althcugh con-

servation efforts wculd tend to reduce electrical censumption,

overall demand would continue to increase due to the na-

tional program desig,ned to substitute electricity for i= ported
oil and natural gas. That pregram is expected to increase

electrical energy demand by 5.4% to 6.4% per annus (Tes-d-ony

of G. Thcmas Sav, at 22, folicwing Tr.1117) . In addition,

the NCUC study discussed herein, supra, which predicted a

total sales grcwth of 6.94% and peak lead growth of 6.59% in

the Applicant's service area, included a censideration of

energy conservatien factors (Testimony of G. Themas Sav, at

- 19, folicwing Tr.1117) .

Based en the feregoing, the Scard finds that the Appli-

cant's forecast adecuately censidered the impact of govern-

sental and private energy conservation programs.

Stipula ed cententien 1(d) reads:
,

"Cperation of the McGuire Plant is not recuired in
,

order to meet de= ands fer power which can reasonably
be anticiapted for the remainder of this decade.,

The Applicant's forecast alleging the necessity
for the McGuire Plant are deficient in that, among |

|other things, they did act significantly censider
the fcilcwing operative facters in the Applicant's ~|
service area: (d) the increasing satura:icn, es-
pecially within the past two years, in per capita
de=and."

. . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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Intervenc: testified that the level of saturatien

. of electrical acpliances and space-hea:ine. in homes in the
,

1

Applicant's service area has reached high levels, and that

.i incre'ases in the demand fe electricity in that area would

I
be scre a reflection of g:cwth in gepulatien than an increase

in per cus:cmer demand (Testimony of Jesse L. Riley, at 7-9,

fcilewing T . 1255).

The 5taff testified hat although this saturatien

facter was censidered as an elemen cf the finding sade in

relation te Cententien 1(a), a specific censideratien of

the instant cen entien indicates that ne such saturatien

is expected within the near future, i.e. within 40 years

1(Testimeny of G. Themas Sav, at 23-25, fellcwing T:. 1117,

m. ,. . 118o.s).

A North Carclina Utilities Ccamissien study

: elating :c electrical appliance satura:icn level indicates

that certain appliances such as refrigera:ces, televisiens,

water heaters and electric ranges will reach high levels
-

of satura: ice by 1980. The study also indicates, hcwever,

that c her appliances such as electrical space hea:ing,

air ccnditiening units, dishwashers, and free:ers, and
;

the like will have very Icw saturatica levels in :he Applican:'s

service area and will :e=ain a relatively icw sate:atien

levels thrcugh 1995 (Testi=cny of G. Thecas Sav, a: 24,

f=11 wing 7:. 1117). Indeed, bcth the 5:aff and the Applican: -

predic: tha: the shif: :: electrical space hea:ing as a
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result of the unavailability of alternative fuel sources for

' space heating and new homes such as oil and natural gas will

result in an increasing level of energy consumption due to
, .

a' the low levels of saturation of elec ric space heating (Testi-
.

meny of G. Themas Sav, at 24, follcwing Tr. 1117; Testimony

of D. H. Sterrett, 8-9, folicwing Tr. 997). Moreover, the

Staff included in its forecasts the impacts related to the

intreduction of appliances which are more efficiant frcm an

energy consumption suandpoint (e.g., microwave even) (Tr.j

t

1196). *

The Staff testified that the NCUC and FIA studies cited
herein, supra, forecast that the demand for electricity will

increase by 5.5% to 7.5% per annus through 1990. At the same

time, the projected population increase in the Applicant's

ser-rice area (1.15% in North Carolina and 0.7% in South Caro-

lina) will be increasing at a much lower rate than elecrrical

demand. These forecasts therefore reflect continued growth

in per capita electricity demand (Testi=cny of G. Themas Sav,
,

j

at 23, following Tr. 1117).

The Staff forecasted that electrical peak demand will
i

|
|

not beccme saturated in the Applicant's service area until at
t
t

least 30 to 40 years, at a minimum (Tr. 1199). In addition,'

the Staff cited a Federal Pcwer Ccmmission publication which
I

indicated that Intervencr's alleged saturation would not

cccur. (Tr. 1192).

|
1

- . . - - - - , - ,. ._ _ , _ _ _ ,
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Intervenor asserted that the demand for all-electric

homes and electric appliances in general was becoming satur-

i ated., However, no supporting substantial evidence on this
,

point was prcduced. (Testimony of Jesse L. Riley, at 7-9,*

1/
'

-

following Tr. 1265). Indeed, Intervenor's case in this re-

gard consisted of references to the Tennessee Valley Auther-

ity (hereinafter "TVA") experience (Tr. 1515-1520; Testimony

of Jesse L. Riley, at pp. 7-8, following Tr. 1265) . Ecwever,

Intervenor was unable to equate the percentage of the natienal

average personal inceme in Applicant's service area with that

o f TVA (Tr. 1517) . Furthermore, Intervencr's saturation argu-

ment with regar:i to TVA was based upon the ICNCCE methodolcgy

(Tr.1516) , which was addressed and rejected by this 3 card in

our discussions of Cententions 1(a) and 1(b), supra.

The Beard finds that high levels of saturation which may

cccur for certain types of appliances, should be more than

offset by the low level of saturation for other electrical

[ 't products such as dishwashers, freezers, clothes dryers, and

air conditioners, and by use of new elecurical prcducts. Ac-

cordingly, the Board finds that relative saturation level of
i

electrical appliances in the Applicant's service area is a
i

f actor confirming the need for the McGuire Nuclear Station.

1/ At the August 24, 1978 hearing Intervenor, taking the total
~

number of all-electric custc=ers, alleged that the growth
~

rate of this group was sharply dec'i d g. See Intervencr's
testimony of Jesse Riley fellcwing Tr. 2238 at p. 9. The
record reflects that Intervencr had inadverten:ly been
provided an erronecus data point and that when corrected,
the information reflects an increase in all-electric cus-
temers in 1977. See Tr. 2215, 2250.
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Stipulated contention 1(e) reads:-

" Operation of the McGuire Plant is not required in
.

order to meet demands for power which can reasonably
be anticipated for the remainder of this decade.
The Applicant's forecast alleging the necessity for

i hha McGuire Plant are deficient in that, among other
things, they do not significantly consider the fol-*

lowing operative factors in the Applicant's service
area: (a) Applicant will have a reserve in capacity
in excess of FPC recommendations by 1976. Peak-
pricing and other rate revisions are additional means
for suppressing subsequent peak demand."

Intervenor contends that the need for the McGuire facil-

ity has not manifested itself since reserves will exceed FPC

reccmmended levels by 1976. Applicant argued that Intervenor's

allegation concerning the reserve capacity surplus in 1976 is

irrelevant since this aspect of the proceeding concerns only

whether the McGuire facility should be operated at its ex-
.

~

acted operational dates of 1979 and 1980, and therefore does
1/

not concern reserve capacity situations in 1976- (Testimony

of D. E. Sterrett, at 9, following Tr. 997).

Applicant demonstrated in the table referenced in Con-

tantion 1(a), supra, that operation of McGuire in 1979 will--

# result in an average reserve capacity that year of 26%. Re-

serve capacities are anticipated to be between a low of 14.2%

in the winter of 1988, and a high of 27.0% in the st=mer of

1980 for that pericd following the operational dates ;of the
2/
-

McGuire facility (Testimony of D. H. Sterrett, Attachment

1, following Tr. 997). Applicant also testified that delay

_

1/ An explanation of Applicant's criteria for reserve capacity
is set forth in the Testimony of D. H. Sterrett, at 2-3,

,

; following Tr. 997.

2/ See n. 1 at p. 7, supra.

. . . _ . . _ - _ - - - ._ ,
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. of the scheduled cperating dates for each of the McGuire

units for ene year would reduce the system reserve margins
,

1
1

to less than the minimum reserve criteria (Testimeny of,

g- D. E'. Sterrett, at 3, following T . 997).
.

The Staff stated that the Applicant's projected'

reserve margins with McGuire on line are not unreasonable

(T:. at 1164). Indeed, the Staff teck the position that

a reserve margin of up to 30%, in c:da to allcw fe: unforeseen

centingencies, was reasonable fe leng-range planning =ur:cses

on Applicant's 37st.em (Testimony of G. Thomas Sav, at 12,

felicwing :. 1117). The 3 card notes that the Federal ?cwer

Commission states that reserve capacities for electric utility

systems en a natienal scale of agg:cxima ely lft to 20%

are reasonable, but has indicated that utilities which ocerate

in the Scuth Atlantic region should have a higher reserve

margin than is applicahle to the national averace. ~4e further

note that the NCUC had adopted en 15% to 20% reserve margin

for the st=mer peaking seasen and not less than 20% fc:
s

the winte peaking seascn (Testimony of G. Themas Sav, at

12, fc11cwing T:. 1117). The Scard finds that the reserve

capacity margin ec be reali:ed by the cperation of the McGuire
:

Units is within the bounds of reasenableness established

by the Federal ?cwer Commission guidelines.

Intervence aise alleges that inadecuate ec=sidera:icn

has been given ec peak lead pricing and simila: race revisions

in Applicant's need for pcwer p:cjections. As discussed

earlier, Applican testified that i: had submi::ed suggested

.. . _ . , . _ . -- _ ._, .. ._ -- -. .. . - __
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:
' rates to the North Carolina Utilities Commission's reflecting

peak lead pricing systems, but that such had yet to be-

' implemented and their impact remained a question (Testimony
, .

,i of D. E. Sterrett, at 9, following Tr. 997). In any event,
4

as stated previously, the Applicant did consider peak reduction

efforts in its fececast (Testimony of D. E. Sterrett, at 3,

following Tr. 997) .

The Staff testified that the effect of these peak

icad pricing systems is uncertain. Studies have shewn that

.
while there may be a reduction in peak icad demand under

(

such systems, they similarly result in an inc: ease in base-load

electrical demand. An increase in base-load demand enhances

the cost-benefit effectiveness of a nuclear station since

nuclear plants are the most cost-efficient base-load operating

'hus, the Staff concluded that implementa:ica cfplants. T

the peak load policies p:cmoted by the Interveno: would ine: ease

the need for the McGuire Station (Testimony of G. Thcmas

) Sav, at 32, following Tr. 1117).
The Staff also testified that the FEA study discussed

herein, su=ra, which forecasted peak lead g: wth to be between

3.9% :: 6.9% per annum, included a considerati:n of . he effects

of peakload pricing policies (Testimony of G. Thc=as Sav,

at 32-33, following T:. a: 1117).

The Board finds the reserve =argin which will resul

f:cm the operatica of the McGui:e Static = is reasonable and

that he Applicant's forecas:s of future elec :ical demand

adecua:ely censidered peak-pricing policies and c he: ra e

revisica policies designed :: redue: peak demand.

.- . _ - ,_ - - _ _ . . . . . .. ._.
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Stipulated centention 2(a) reads:

"The Applicant's comparison of alternative genera--

,

tien modes in its cost-benefit analysis is defi-
cient or in error by reason of, among other things:
.(a) the use of unrealistically optisistic estimates,

; of nuclear plant capacity factors when ecmpared to
base-load fossil plants, especially in light of, ,

Applicant's recent base-load fossil plant operating
experience, and recent nation-wide nuclear operat-
ing experience."

The ER references a 764 station capacity factor (Er.

59.3.1.1). This factor was based upon Applicant's operating

experience with its cwn nuclear statien (Cconee), and upon the

expectatien that such capacity factor wculd improve given
,

additional nuclear operating experience (Testimony of L. C.

Dail, at 3-4, follcwing Tr. 1639). The capacity factor for
,

a station is determined by its availability, i.e. , the per-

cantage of time in which the statien is not incperable due to
,

planned or forced cutages, and the decisien made by the system

dispatcher concerning which units to operate (Testi=cny of L.

C. Dail, at 2-3, folicwing Tr. 1639). Thus, an analysis of

the expected availability of a station is essential to fore-
/

'

casting its capacity factor.
, .

An analysis of the availability factors of the Appli-

cant's Cconee Nuclear Station (three uni:s at 860 MW each)

and its coal-fired Selews Creek Station (two units at 1140 24

each) shows that they are comparable, despite the fact that

the Cconee Statien is Applicant's first nuclear station andi

its availability can be expected to increase with additional
-.

cperating experience. Specifically, the Applicant has operated

1

. _ , , - - . _ . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ . . . . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ - -. -
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the oconee units with availability factors of between 61.5%-

and 75.5%, excluding partial years. The corresponding capa-
,

~

[ city factors for those stations range frem 52.4% to 69.3%.

The Applicant's operating experience is consistent with nation-'

wide pcwer plant operation experience, both with fossil fuel-

fired and nuclear generating units (Testimony of L. C. Dail,

at 3-4, following Tr. 1639).
.

With respect to fuel costs, the Applicant testified that

with a coal-fired station operating at a 100% capacity factor,
,

the capacity factor of the nuclear alternative could be as

low as 35% and still represent a break-even proposition (Testi-

many of L. C. Dail, at 5, following Tr. 1639; ER Figure 9.3.1-1).

Applicant also testified that assuming a reduction in fossil- <

fuel costs of 25%, and a 25% increase in nuclear fuel costs,

the break-even point for a nuclear station operating at the

same prcducticn costs as a fossil unit with a 76% capacity
- factor would be 37% (Testimony of L. C. Dail, at 5, following

~

Tr. 1639).

The Staff agrees with the Applicant's esti=ates that
i

the probable perfor=ance by nuclear power plants ranges from,

! .

f 50% to 70% capacity factors (Testimony of Kebiusek, pash and

i Roberts, (hereinafter "Kebiusek, et al. ") at 10-11, follcw-

ing Tr. 752). The Staff based its cost-benefit analysis on

the operation of the McGuire Station at both 53% and 65 %

capacity facters, both of which are conservative levels of

- .- ,-. .- . _ _ _
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,

performance (Testimony of Kebiusek, et al., at 10-11,,

fc11cwing T . 752). The Staff projects that the McGuire

,s Nuc" lear Station can cc.erate at a ca=.acity factor of 67%e

(T:. 848).

The Staff testified that the annual fuel cost savings
,

due to the operation of the McGuire Station in 1980 at a 65%

capaci:y factor, relative to the operatien of a coal-fi:sd

=. l an t , wecid be appecximatelv 592 to 5102 =illion, due to the
.

7.7 mills /kWh saving with nuclear fuel recycle c: 6.9 mills /kWh

withcut recycle (Testimony of Kebiusek, et al. , at 10-11, fellcwis

T:. 752). Indeed, a c mparisen of hoch *perating and maintenance

expenses and fuel ces:s for the McGuire Station with the fuel

cost en17 of a coal-fired plant at 20% cacacity facters shcws

that the McGuire Statien :emains less ecstly te cperate

(Testimony of Kehlusek, et al. at 11-12, f=11cwing T . 752).

Intervenc: asserted that based on industry-wide

cc.erating ext.erience, the capacity fact:: f:: the McGuire, .

Station should be forecasted at 48.5% with a f0:ecas:ed ca aci:7
facter of 59.2% f== a ecmparable fossil fuel unit (Testinecy

of Jesse L. Riley, a: 13, following T:. 1255).
:

The histerical experience of the Applicant in cpera:ing

the Oconee Nuclear Station reflects availability f acters Of

between 51.5% and 75.5%, and capacity fac:::s Of betwen 52.4%

and 59.21. As :he McGuire Statien shculd be operable a: even

higher levels wi:h the Applican:'s increasing nuclear ccera:inc

experience, the 3 card finds that the Apeli:an: has ac- assu=ed

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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. unrealistically high capacity factors in its cost-benefit

analysis.

.' ' Stipulated contention 2(b) reads:
.

"The Applicant's comparisen of alternative genera-
tion modes in its cost-benefit analysis i.s defi-
cient or in error by reason of, among other things:
(b) the use of unrealistically low nuclear fuel
cost forecasts, especially in light of recent in-
creases in percentage escalation of separate work
unit cost, yellow cake costs, and future uranium
costs."

Intervenor alleges that utrealistically low nuclear fuel

costs have been factcred into the cost-benefit analysis. The~

,

Applicant forecasted the price of nuclear fuel by (1) taking
.

its present, firm nuclear fuel contract prices (plus escala-

tion which is added under an index adjustment clause) and ( 2)
O

substituting the projected current market prices for those

years, if any, in which it does not presently have a firm
centract or in which the centract calls for narket prices.

This forecasting method was used for U 03 g, conversion M rb
~

| cation and spent fuel costs. The crice of enrichment was-

-

forecasred by taking the present contract price and escalat-

ing it $4 per separate work unit per annum with a step in-
crease in 1980, which was based upon an assumption of ccm-

mercial pricing beginning that year. Costs were ccmputed on

an annual basis and then levelized (Testimony of J. L. Elliott,

at 1-4, following Tr. 563). An independent censulcant familiar

with industry practices cencerning forecasting future nuclear
.

fuel prices testified that the Applicant's nethed of cost pro-

- - . - _ - _ _ . . _.. - . - - - . _ . . - .--.
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- jaction is consistent with the generally accepted nuclear in-
,

dustry practices (Testi=cny of Seymcur Jaye, at 1, following

.t Tr. 5'6 0 ) .
i

The Staff testified that it had based its forecast upon

the 1975 price of each element of fuel cost (i.e., U 03 3, en-
richment), adjusted those prices upward for both U 0 costs3g

(tc reflect decreasing mine productivity) and enrich =ent ecsts

(to reflect cc=mercial cost basis expected in 1980), and then

escalated these prices 5't per annum to 1980 (Testi=cny of
.

Kebiusek, et al., at 13-17, folicwing Tr. 752).

Intervenc: testified that the rapid escalation of uranium

prices experienced since 1971, the decreasing supply of demes-

tic uranium, and projected increase in enrichment services in-
.

dicate a much higher rate of nuclear fuel cest escalation than
J

forecasted by Applicant and Staff (Tes # ony of Jesse L. Riley,

at 14-15, Tr. 1382) .
4

| There are no foreseeable shortages of supply of any ele-
t

ment of the fuel supply system which would adversely affect
~

I

, , either the Staff's or the Applicant's forecasts. It is rea-
| |

>

i

senable to conclude that there will exist ccmpetitive rescurces
,

of U 0 th cushout th* "5*ful lif* f th* McG"ir* St^ti "' ^^d
38

that there will be no prcbloms related to the supply of cen-

|
versien services, which invcives a relatively simple chemical

process. Further, it is reasonable to conclude that enrich-
c _

=ent will centinue to be previfed under contract with the In-

.

ergy Research and Development Administra:icn based upon stand-
#e

- - - - - <-w . r- ,.m..
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ard pricing policies. Spent fuel services are currently un-

der review by the Government, .and outstanding issues should

1 .' he re' solved accordingly. (Testimony of J. L. Elliott, at 2-
.

3, following Tr. 5 63) . Finally, fabrication services appear

to present no problems.
.

~

Inservenor indicated that if nuclear fuel reprocessingd

were not to take place in the future, this would adversely

affect nuclear fuel prices and influence whether the McGuire

Station wculd be cost-beneficial. The Staff forecasted 1980
,

t- nuclear fuel costs to be 5.4 = ills /kWh assuming no fuel re-

cycle as ccmpared to 4.6 mills /kWh with fuel recycle (Testi-
,

many of Kebiusek, e3 g., at 16, following Tr. 752). The

i
,

Applicant s testimony reflected a similar increase, indicated -

that such' increase had been examined frcm a cost-benefit view-

' nd showed that such increase did not affect the cost-point, a

benefit effertiveness of the plant (Tr. 1640).
_

Based upon cur ccmparisen of the operating cost of the

s <
-

j. McGurie Station (considering 4.6 mills /kWh with fuel recycle'c/

and 5.4 mills /kWh withcut fuel recycle) with a total cost of
.

constructing and operating a ccmparable coal-fired station
t
'

(considering 15.8 mills /kWh) , the Scard finds that the opera-

tien of the McGuire Statien is the =ost cost-beneficial =ethcd
'

, t 'r-

i
i

. _ of electrical power generatica available (Testimony of
4

.

1/In an cperating license preceeding where, as here, the costs
'-

of construcuing the nuclear facility have in large measure
'

been expended, it is appropriate in considering the rela-
tive econcmics of the fossil-fueled alternacive generating
facility to compare the ccsts of constructing and cperating
the fossil plant with the costs only of cperating the nearly-

- completed nuclear plant. See discussion regarding Centencica
2(e), infra. See also Consumers ?cwer Ccmpany (Midland Plant,
Units 1 & 2) ALAS-458, 7 NRC 155, 172 (1976).

_ __ _ - ____ _ . _ - _
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Kebiusek, et al., at 22, following Tr. 752). In view of the

forego'ing, the Board finds that the nuclear fuel cost pro-

jections of Staff and Applicant are not unreasonably low, and

that even assuming a large increase in nuclear fuel cost ac-

companied by a negligible increase in coal prices, the McGuire

Station is still cost-beneficial to operate (Testimony of

Keblusek, et al., at 17, folicwing Tr. 752) .

Scipulated contention 2(c) reads:

"The Applicant's comparison of alternative genera-
tion modes in its cost-benefit analysis is defi-
cient or in error by reason of, among other things:

\ (c) the use of unrealistically high coal cost fore-
cast, especially in light of the recent' downturn in
those Costs."

Intervenor asserts that since coal is " abundantly avail-

able", and since coal prices have decreased recently, the

Applicant's fuel cost forecast for a coal-fired station unit

is unreasonably high (Testi=cny of Jesse L. Riley, at 15-16,

following Tr.1382) .

_ The coal price forecasts upon which the Staff relied in

calculating the benefit from operation of the McGuire Station''

were derived by taking an average of the actual spot and con-| !

tract ceal prices for delivered coal in North Carolina in 1976

. and then escalating that average at 5% per annem to 1980.
I
!

-The Staff testified that the 5% escalation factor was designed
'

|
| to account for general inflationary pressures. Indeed the

i
Staff projects up to 11% escalation of coal prices if the an-

ticipaced inflation is factored into the projection (Testimony
-

|
of Kebiusek, et al., at 13, following Tr. 752).

,

- ~ - - - - - - . , . - - , . , _ _, ,_ , , _ _ _r .
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Applicant testified that although spot coal prices !

'

reached $40.00 per ton in 1973-1974 and then dropped, coal

prices are now again increasing. In addition, Applicant
;,,

* |cited several factors which would increase the price of coal

at even a greater rate: increased demand for low scifur coals;

decreasing productivity of coal mines as thinner, deeper and

less productive seams are mined; expected increases in coal

transportation costs; potential labor problems; and the effects

of the proposed strip mining legislation (T:. 612-17; Testi=cny

of Kebiusek, et al., at 18-19, following T . 752; Testi=ony

of W. T. Robertson, at 1-4, felicwing T:. 559).

Even assuming c:cuando that the pecjected coal price-

.

increases were unreasonably high, the staff cencluded that <

the operation of the McGuire Station is cost-beneficial even if

coal prices increase at only 2% per annu= with nuclear fuel

c. rices increasing at 8% .oer annus (Testimony. of Keblusek, et al.,

at 17, following T:. 752).

'
'Accordingly, the Board finds that the fo:ecast o f coal

prices to be paid in 1980 is reasonable, :ealistic, and a

conservative estimate.

Stipulated contention 2(d) reads: .
.

"The Applicant's comparisen of
alternative generation =edes
la its cost-benefit analysis
is deficient c: in error by
reason of, a=ong c:her :hings:
(d) the lack of significant -

consideration o f advantages
of smaller units, includ ing ,
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among other things , the
- potential for icwer required

reserve margins, and their
higher capacity factor."

/ *

Intervenor contends that by operating smaller generatin*
'

,

,

units in lieu of the McGuire Station, the Applicant could avoid

maintaining an excessive reserve margin. In addition, Interveno6

contends that smaller units would have lower operating costs

due to their higher capacity factors and what Intervenor

perceives to be diseconcmies of scale which apply to stations

with capacities of in excess of 1000 MW (Testimony of Jesse

L. Riley , at 17-18, following Tr .1382) .

Applicant testified that the operation of several

smaller units in lieu of the McGuire Statica would not

substantially reduce the reserve margin due to its present

operation of the 2280 MW 3elews Creek Station. The Belevs

Creek f acility is the largest unit in the Applicant's system,

one criterion for calculating reserve margin. Thus the existence
-

, ,' of a station with a capacity comparable to the McGuire Station,

( 1140 MW per unit v . 1180 MW per unit) precludes a substantial

reduction of required reserve margins by not operating Mcs._a

(Testimony of L. C. Dail, at 8, following Tr. 1539). The Board
;

concurs.
,

In addressing Interveno:'- tsso::! concerning

capacity factors, the Applicant focuse/ unen :he availability

of those units. Applicant testified that the availabill:7 of -

. - - - . -
. _ _ _ _
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the Oconee Nuclear Station and Belews Creek Station is compa -
.

rahie to the availability of its smaller generating units

'
in the 265MW-575MW range (Testimony of L. C. Dail, at 8-9,<.

following T:. 1639).

Staff testified that a cost comparisen between the

McGuire Station and several smalle: 300 MW coal-fired generating

plants with ccmparable capacity shews that the McGuire Station

will .be less costly to operate. Specifically, using the " sunken

ecst" analysis discussed herein, infra, it is forecasted that

the McGuire Station will generate an equivalent amcune of

electricity with a cost savings over the coal-fired stations

of appecximately 10 ' mills /kWh (Testimony of Kebiusek, et

'

al., at cc. 21-22, fellcwing T:. 752).----

The Scard finds that the operation of several smaller

units in lieu of the McGuire Statice will neither resc1: in a

significantly icwer required reserve margin fc: the Applicant
i

nor permit operation at significantly higher capaci:7 f acters.,

-

Notwithstanding eithe: cf the ahcVe, the generation of an

equivalent a=cun: cf pcwer by the McGuire Statice is signif-

icantly less expensive than at the smalle: units.
.

Stipulated contention 2(e) reads:

"The Applicant's comparisen cf
alternative generation nedes in
its cost-benefit analysis is
deficient c: in er:c: by reason
of, a=cng c:he: things: (e) _

the lack of significan:
censideratien of :he pas: and
future escalatica of constructica
coscs of McGuire ever estimates.*

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Intervenor takes issue with the amount of consideration
.

given past and future escalation of the construction costs
i

of McGuire. Althcugh construction costs have escalated in,

1/.t -

the Staff views them as " sunken costs",- and doesthe past,

not include them in the cost-benefit analyses in the operating

license stage (Testi=ony of Keblusek, et al., at 24, follow-

ing Tr. 752). The cost-benefit analysis presented in the FIS

does not rely upon an analysis of construction cost and only

considers these costs and benefits associated with the opera-

tion of the McGuire Station. This analysis is apprcpriate,

frem an econcmic perspective, ence a facility has been sub-

stantially const_m.icted as is the case with the McGuire Sta-

tion (Testi=cny of Kebiusek, et al., following Tr. 752). As

i of April 1, 1976, the construction of the Units 1 and 2 were

69% and 52% complete respectively (FIS 54.1). of ccurse, as

consuruction continued frc= that date to the present, the

units are substantially =cre ccmplete than indicated in the
.

FIS. See Tr. 2584 wherein Applicant stated that McGuire was
s j

85-90% complete as of August, 1978.;

[

| Ecwever, censervatively assu=ing that past escalations
!

|
in construction costs were relevant to the present cest-

!

benefit analysis, the Applicant periedically reassessed the
|

| practicability of the construction and cperation of a nuclear

station and determined that it was the =cre cost-beneficial

=cde of generating electrical power. Specifically,

'
-1/ " Sunken costs" are these funds which have been expended

constructing the f acility (Testi=cny of Kehlusek, et al.,
at 1-2, fellowing Tr. 752).

I
I

|

|
' - --- ,,. .._ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ __ __
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the Applicant ecmpared nuclear ecwer with coal-fired |
- ,

-

|
generation, the least expensive fossil-fuel generatir.n mede, '

en five occasions since 1967 (Testiseny of L. C. Dail, at 9-10,,

.s -fc11cwing T:. 1639). During that period, the costs of

constructing the McGuire Statien were escalating due to changes

in regulatory requirements, delays in scheduled =aterial and

equipment deliveries , and the scenemy. Each reassessment

confi:=ed that the construtien and cperation of this nuclear

station were less expensive than fc: a ecsparable coal-fired
.

plant (Testimony of L. C. Dail, at 10-11,.fc11: wing T:. 1639).-

The Ecard finds that Staff's " sunken ecst" app:cach
_1/

to the cost-benefit analysis is app:cpriate. The Ecard further
.

finds that, even assu=ing that censtruction ecsts were to be
.

included in the cest-benefit analysis, the McGuire Statien is

still the least expensive =ethed cf generating electricity

in the Applicant's service area.

Stipulated cententien 2(f) reads:-

:.

/A~
"The Applicant's ccmparisen of
alternative generatica =cdes in
its cost-benefit analysis is

; deficient c: in er c: by reascn
o f , asc ng c the *- i g s : (f)

; the ecst-benefit analysis f ails
to consider the icng pericd in '

which :ates sust ine: ease befcre
the p cpe: tion of nuclear
cenera:ica is sufficient to
effect assu=ed reductions in
electrical ra:es.'

Intervene alleges tha: the advan: age cf nuclea: -

generatica, as seen in race :educticns , will require a 10 g--

1/ See Censumers ?cwer Cc==any (Midland Planc, Units 1 & 2)
AI.A3-458, 7 NRC 155, 172 (1973). .

. . .. .- _. __ - . _ - - _ . . - - _ - _ . _ _ - - .- _
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period of time to manifest itself, and that the cost-benefit
, ,

analysis f ails to recognize this point. Neither Applicant

g. nor Staf f assumed in its cost-benefit analysis that the
;

..

operation of the McGuire Station would result in a reduction

of rates or of the unit cost of Applicant's total electrical

power generation (Testimony of Kebicsek, et al., at 25,

following Tr. 752; Testimony of L. C. Dail, at 11, following

Tr. 1639). Nor did Intervenor assert that any type of new

generation could ,be added without increasing that cost.
1

However, the Staff and Applicant testified that

there will be a lower production ecs: asscciated with the

generaticn of electrical power by the McGuire Nuclear Station
,

as cpposed to the generation of an equivalent amoun t o f

additional electrical power by any alternative mcde (Testimeny

of Kebiusek, et al., at 25, fo11cwing T:. 752; Testimony

of L. C. Dail, at 11, follcwing T:. 1639). The cost savings
,

of generating the electrical pcwer from the McGuire Station,,
,

yj

as opposed to the ecmparable generatien frcm a coal-fired

station, would result in savings of between S92.5 million

and 5103.5 million per annum in 1950 and between 5150.1

million and $167.5 million per annum in 1990 (Testimeny

of Kebiusek, et al., at 8, following T:. 752). Even assuming

that the cost of nuclear fuel escala:es at 3% per year,

and that coal prices escalate at only 21 per annum, the
_

initial savings from the operation cf the McGuire f acili:les

-_. . - - - , _ - _ . . - _ _ _ _ _
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ranges from S65.7 million in 1980 to S5.4 million in 1990
.

(Testimony of Kebiusek, et al., at 9, follcwing T:. 752).

The Board finds that Intervenor's consideration-,

.s
; of adding nuclear generation en the Applicant's rates is

not a meaningful analysis. The Scard reccgnizes that the

Staff's and Applicant's appecach.cf considering : elative

costs of nuclear v. fossil fuel (as opposed to rates) as

a valid approach to c.Jnsidering alternative medes of generatien

of electrical power.
,

Stipulated cententien 2(g) :eads:

"The Applicant's ccmparison of alter-
native. generation medes in its cost-
benefit analysis is deficient c: in
er:ce by reason cf, a=eng other things:-

(g) the recognized long-term tendency
for prices of equivalent energy sources
to equalize, thereby depriving nuclear
energy generatien by Cuke Power
Ccmpany o f any icng-term ecencaic
advantage."

Intervence alleges that the long-term tendency

K' for prices of equivalent energy scurces to equali:e will

deprive nuclear energy generatien of any long-term ecencaic

advantage. The Applicant testified tha: the cost-cenefi:

analysis of icng-term cests ccmparing the ecs: c,f generation

of nuclea: generation and coal-fi:cd generatien, as set

out in their first cost-cenefi: submittal to the Commissica
'

in Ncvember, 1971, and in each successive evaluatica

demens::ates that the suggested equali:a:ica of the 00:a1

ccst of generatica Jees not cccur. Indeed, :he capitalized

,_ _ ._ - --_ . - . . - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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advantage of nuclear power , as compar ed with coal-fired

generatien, has increased from 1967 to 1977 by a great margin
, .

7 (Testimony of L.. G. Dail, at 10-12, following T:. 1639).

The Staff testified that even assuming that there

may be a tendency for the cost of non-interchangeable energy
,

resources to equalize, it would only apply to the total
,

econcmic costs of the electric generation (Testimony of Kebiusek,

et al., at 26, following Tr. 752). Since eniv the oc.eratinc..

costs of generati6n are considered at the operating license-

stage, this assumed equalization of total cost of generation

would not alter the ecst-benefit analysis fe: the McGuire

Station. The McGuire Station's capital costs are already sunken

and thus not properly considered. As the fuel ecsts of nuclear

generation are significantly lower than those assceia:ed with

coal-fired generation, the app:cgria:e analysis at this stage--

_

even assuming such equali:ation--clearly demenstrates that the

t 1 McGuire Statica :emains a cest-beneficial mcde of generatien
-

as ccmpared with all alternatives (Testimony of Kebiusek, e: al.,

i at 26, following T . 752).

The Board finds that :he evidence demons::ates
;

that the costs of equivalent scurces of energy do act tend >

;

to equalize based en Applicant's experience. Scwever, even

assuming the:e were such a :endency, utili:ing the Staff's

sunken ecs: app:cach,which the Scard has adepted,the ces:s
'

!

cf nuclear fuel are significantly Icwer :han hese asscciated..

- with coal-fired generatica, and McGuire is ces:-eff ective.

- . _ . - - _ - - . - . _-
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- Stipulated contention 2(h) roads:

"The. Applicant's comparison of
alternative generation modes in, .

7 its cost-benefit analysis is
deficient or in erece by :eason
o f , among o ther things : (h)
recensideration of the "nc plant"
alternative should be made in
view of changed econcaic cceditions
since the issuance of the McGuire
construction permit."-

Intervence asserts that since there is ac need fe the ,

power to be generated by the McGuire Station, that a "no plant"
i alternative is the nest :easonable alternative f:cm a cost-

|
benefit standpoin't to the constructicn of the statien

(Testimony of Jesse 1. Riley, at 20-22, fc11cwing T:. 1265).
,

' Applicant maintains that the "no plant" alternative is <

not a valid one, f:cm a ccan-benefit standpcint c: otherwise,

since there is a demenstrated need fc: the facility (See

; discussion of need fe powe: in Cententiens 1(a) and 1(b),
.

supra). Reccgni:ing this need, Applicant testified that^
,

.1 ,

%.-
this capacity could not be accuired as purchased pcwer because

|
there is no excess capacity in neighboring gewe: cecpanies

:

! which eculd be p:ccured en a reliable ecst-effective basis

(T:. 1026, 1102). Specifically, the total reser*ze capacity

of the Virginia-Carclina ( *7ACAA") Subregion of the Scutheaste. n

Electric Reliability Ccuncil during the sen=e: ef 1979 will
'

be 16.5%, and then only if all scheduled units are en line
.

(ER 9.1.l(a)). The purchase of :eplacemen: pcwer f:c: VACAR

in lieu cf cperating the McGuire Statica, wculd reduce tha:

- _ . - . . - . - _ . .- . . _ . _ . _ . . . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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caserve margin to 9.6% (ER 9.1.1(a)). This reserve margin

is well below the FPC's minimum reserve margins of 15-20%
,

and thus the source- of this purchase power could note

' be considered reliable in the event of extreme weather

or unexpected outages (ER 9.1.1(a)). The Scard notes that

VACAR is a part of a reliability council, and is not a power

pool in which Applicant participated (Tr. 1102, lill, 1112).

Even assuming that the capacity to be generated by

the McGuire Station could be purchased from adjoining electrical
!

generating companies on a reliable basis, . the "no plant"
alternative requires a ecmparison of the cost.cf generation

of the McGuire Stati'an with the cost cf the purchased replacemene

power. Under this analysis, purchased pcwer is not a viable

alternative for twc reasons. First, Applicant's system has

historically been able, and centinues, to install generating

capacity in its own system at a lower cost than any other

system in the Southeast ( Te s t i=c ny o f L . C . Ca il , a t 12,j
v

folicwing Tr. 1639). Accordingly, the purchase of gewer

frem neighbcring utilities would be more expensive than the

generatica of pcwer in- Applicant's system. 5ecendly, in

addition to the increased costs of purchased pcwe:, additicnal

costs due :: transmissicn loss and expense would increase

the cost of the already = ore expensive purchased pcwer

(Testimony of L. C. Dail, at 12, felicwing Tr. 1529).
.

Accordingly, the 'ne plant" alternarive is nec a viable

.

- - - - , , , - . . , - , ,-m.,. - , - y. -.. ._ - - , - - --- - - -
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cost-beneficial alternative to the operation of the McGuire.

Station (Testimony of L. C. Dail, at 12, following Tr. 1639).

[ "The Board reiterates its finding of a need for the

McGuire Station to meet the future power demands in the

'service area. This finding, together with the fact that

there is no power which can be purchased frem neighboring

utilities on a reliable and less ecstly basis, renders

meritiess Intervenor's "no plant" alternative.

Stipulated centention 3 reads:
-,

!

" Operation. of the McGuire plant will threaten the
health and safety of CISG members in that the
plant's design is inadequate to assure protection
against earthquakes of such intensity as can be
expected to affect the site as indicated by the
ancmalcus changes in land elevation and ground-
water behavior in eastern North Carolina. This
indicates a much greauer probability of a major
earthquake of much greater intensity in that area
of eastern North Carolina which would result in a
much greater acceleration at the McGuire site than
was considered during the construction permit pro-
ceeding."

Intervenor alleges that ancmalous changes in land eleva--

\"' tion and groundwater in the Wilmington-Southport area of

eastern North Carolina, wherein Carolina Power & Light Ccm-

pany's Brunswick Steam Electric Plant is located, will result

in greater accelerations at the McGuire site than previcusly

considered.

The only evidence Intervenor presented to support this

contention was that of Dr. Carlos Bell. The Scard ruled that

" Professor Bell's proposed testimony is not admissible in this
~

proceeding." (Tr. 2308)

i
t

'
_ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _
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Applicant presented the testimony of S. B. Hager (See

-

Testimony of S. B. Hager following Tr. 2025). Such testimony
,

was subsequently adopted by Applicant witnesses Sams and Sowers
i -

* (See Tr. 1956, 1984). Applicant stated its awareness of the.

.

concern raised by Stewart, Dunn and Heron in a 1975 report to

the NRC relating to alleged ancmalcus changes in land eleva-

tion and groundwater behavior in the eastern North Carolina

area. Applicant asserted that the most severe earthquake

known on the east coast of the United States cccurred in

Charleston, S. C. (1886). Continuing, Applicant stated that
,.

s

if an earthquake ecmparable to the Charleston event is postu-

lated to occur in the Wilmington area of eastern North Carolina,

about 175 miles fram the McGuire site, the effects en the

plant site can be calculated using attenuation data developed

by Professor Otto W. Nutt11 in " State of the Art for Assess-

ing Earthquake Hazard in the United States, Report 1, Cesign

Earthquakes for the Central United States". Using Nuttli's

data, Applicant determined that the McGuire Nuclear Station's,

( _s
design rcck accelerations exceed the calculated rock accel-
erations that would he caused by an earthquake similar in in-

,

tensity to the Charleston event cccurring in the assumed lo-

| cation. For an earthquake of intensity IX, MM occur 5ing at

the assumed location, the maximum rock accelerations at the

McGuire site were calculated by App'4-=-* 'o be 0.012g. Since'

the McGuire design accelerations exceed the calculated maximum

acceleration for the postulated earthquake, Applicant maintains
j v

t

I

,m r' y - , ,, ,
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- that the site seismic design criteria are adequate to assure

protection against such an event (Applicant's Testimony of
, .

S. 3. Eager, at 3, folicwing Tr. 2025; See also Tr. 1968-72,*
,

.
1987-2031).

The Staff conducted a ccmprehensive geological and seis-

mological review of the McGuire site and concluded that the

earthquake design basis of 0.15g and 0.08g for the Safe Shut-

dowrt Earthquake (SSE) and the Operating Basis Earthquake (CEE)

respectively were adequately conser-rative (Staff Testimony of
t

R. McMullen and T. Bennett at 1-2, following Tr. 2035).

Like Applicant, Staff was familiar with reports of ancm-

alous conditions in eastern North Carolina. The Staff re-

viewed all of the available data regarding the ancmalies in

the Scuthport area and concluded that these data do not sup-

port the assumption that a major earthquake can be expected'

in that area. The Staff went on to note that the McGuire

site is apprcximately 200 miles f cm the area of the pcstulated
( .- ancmalies, and even in the unlikely event that an earthquake

cccurred in the vicinity of these ancmalies, the g cund motion

at the McGuire site wculd be greatly reduced due to attenua-

tien. Simply put, Staff was of the view that a major earth-

quake assumed to occur 200 miles from the McGuire site would

not produce acceleratien levels as great as those for which

the facility is designed (Staff Testimony of R. McMullen and

T. Bennett at 3-4, as well as the attachment appended thereto,

. _ - _ . _. - _. . _ - - . - - -. - . _ - - - . _ _ . . .
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following Tr. 2035; see Staff Exhibit B, Safety Evaluation

'

Report at 2-23, admitted at Tr. 1975; see also Tr. 2037-2088).

The Board finds that Intervenor's failure to present
*./

affirmative evidence on this seismic issue renders it an un-
*

=

t

'

contested matter and thus beyond the scope of the operating

license proceeding. However, inasmuch as Applicant and Staff

have presented evidence in this regard and such has been the

subject of cross-examination, the Board has reviewed the

matter and concludes that the alleged ancmalous changes in

eastern North Carolina do not serve as an adequate basis for

postulating the cccurrence of a major earthquake in that area.

Further, the evidence clearly shcws that even if such an earth-

quake were to occur in' eastern North Carolina, it would not

impair the integrity of the seismic design of the McGuire

facility. So postured, the Board finds than the SSE and CBE

values of 0.15g and 0.08g utilized in the seismic design of

McGuire are adequately conservative.
-

(- Stipulated contention 5 reads:

"The Applicant is not financially qualified to
operate and deccmmission the McGuire plant in that,
among other things: Rate increases are not likely
to be granted because they will be required by the
Applicant's financial and business practices, which,
in general, violate North Carolina state requirements
to provide electricity at the lowest price pcssible,
as exemplified by, among other things, the folicwing
violations of specific state requirements:

(a) That a utility nce overbuild generating
capacity. Applicant, on the contrary, has
a massive expansion program unsupported by
evidence chat future demand will require it;
and

(b) A utility is nce to be overcharged by
a wholly-cwned subsidiary, which the Appli-
cant has violated by purchasing overpriced
coal frem its coal mining cpera ions.
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,

- The North Carolina Utilities Commission is not likely
to permit the McGuire plant, and several other of
Applicant's plants scheduled for completion after
McGuire, into the- Applicant's rate base, because<.

2 to do so would violate state requirementa prohibit-

| ing unneeded or prematurely constructed facilities
'

as part of the rate base; and

In the event that the North Carolina Utilities Ccm-
mission grants the Applicant rate increases and/or
includes McGuire and other plants in the rate base
regardless of the factors outlined above, the rates
required by the Applicant will be so high (due to
the financial and business practices outlined above,
among other things) that demand and sales will be
so severely affected that not even additional rate
increases will be adequate to maintain the Appli-
cant's solvency."-

Intervenor questions whether during the 30 to 40 year

life of the plant, revenues which are based on rates and sales,

will be adequate for Applicant to operate and deccmmission the

McGuire plant safely (Testimony of Jesse Riley at 1, fellcwing

Tr. 2238). In support of this position, Intervencr presented

the testimeny of Mr. Jesse Riley. Mr. Riley stated that he

_

had no formal training in finance, that he had no degree in

,
V acccunting, finance er financial management (Tr. 2202). Fur-

ther, Mr. Riley acknowledged his lack of practical experience

in the financial discipline, stating that he had never parti-

cipated in a utility or corporate financing, or perfer=ed an

audit for a utility or other corpcration (Tr. 2203-03). Finally,

Mr. Riley stated that he was not a = ember of any financial

organization (Tr. 2203).

With respect to the allegation cf unfavorable rate treat-

ment due to violation of North Carolina law, Intervenor stated

that it was unaware of any court of cenpetent jurisdiction in
.

---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ . . _ ._
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- North Carolina or any agency or other regulatory body that has

found Applicant's financial and business practices to be in

f

; violation of North Carolina requirements as to the provision

'

of electricity (Tr. 2251). Mr. Riley alluded to the fact that

The Public Service Commission of South Carolina was investiga-

ting Applicant's practices with respect to coal purchases (Tr.

2255-56). However, Mr. Riley was unaware that The Public Service

Commission of South Carolina had recently acted (Tr. 2543) and

found Applicant's coqtl purchase practices not to be " unreason-
,

i
albe or detrimental to the public interest" (Tr. 2544).

The remaining aspects of Intervenor's contention deal

with need for power matters, which have been previously dis-

cussed (See Contentien 1, supra) . -

Applicant provided extensive financial information pur-

suant to 10 CFR 550.33(f) and Appendix C to Part 50 (See Ap-

plicant's Exhibit 3, License Application) . In addition, Ap-

plicant presented the testimony of Richard C. Ranson, Treasurer-

s#'
of the Ccmpany with over 14 years of experience in acccunting,

finance and financial planning. Mr. Ranson is a licensed

Certified Public Acccuntant as well as a member of numerous

financial organizations (Applicant's testi=ony of Richard C.

Ransen, at 1-2, following Tr. 2510).

Applicant stated that while significant funds mus- be

raised through the sale of securities and frem internal cash
.

sources for the construction of a generating station, ence

!

-- . - _ _ - _ . - -. .. . - _ - _ .... . _ . . . - .
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that facility beccmes a part of electric rate base, further
,

j financings related to that station are virtually unnecessary.
7

**
.
*

Continuing, Applicant testified that operating and maintenance
,

, costs, including depreciation and capital costs, are properly

recovered through rates charged electric custcmers. Applicant

advised that the Company will apply for such treatment of

both units of the McGuire Nuclear Station in all three of its

regulatory jurisdictions, which jurisdictions require that

such rates allow a f' air rate of return. In this regard, Ap-i

plicant noted that the responsible agencies,"the North Caro-

lina Utitilles Ccmmission (NCUC), the Public Service Commis-

sion of South Carolina (PSC) and the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission ( m C), have indicated their :.oncurrence with the

Cc.npany's plans to build and operate a system of base 1 cad,

nuclear generating stations. Further. Applicant pointed cut

that the McGuire Nuclear Station required and received a cer-

.7
'V tificate of convenience and necessity frcn the NCUC (Appli-

i
, ,

cant's testimony of Richard C. Ranson, at 3-4, follcwing Tr.

i 2510).
i

Applicant presented information en all rate increases

requested or implemented since 1973 (Applicant's Testimony

of Richard C. Ransen, Attach =ent A, following Tr. 2510).

Applicant stated that its welfare depends upon the sat-

isfaction of the custcmer; that the Company, therefore, has

sought to provide reliable service at the icwest pcssible

cost. Applicant testified that Duke's rates have historically

. _ _ . - . , _ . - _ . - . _ - ..
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- been among the lowest in the nation and today remain 25 per-
,

cent below the rates charged by the average investcr-cwned
/ *

.i utility and 15 percent belcw those charged en average by all
i

electric utilities (Applicant's Testimony of Richard C. Ran-

son, at 5-6, following Tr. 2510; See also Tr. 2640-43).

With regard to the Company's financial strength, Appli-

can stated that tcday it is generally gecd, but the Ccmpany

feels an even stronger financial profile is desirable. Ap-

plicant testified that the credit of the Company has imp cved-

(
significantly since 1974, as is evidenced.by.the imp cvements

in ratings of its securities made by both Standard & Pecr's

Corporation and Mccdy's Investors Service. In June 1976,

Standard & Peor's raised its rating of the Ccmpany's ccmmer-

cial paper frcm A-2 to A-1, the highest category for such

securities, and in Cctober of that year it up-graded the pre-

ferred stock to A frcm BBB and the preference stock to 333

from BB. In August 1977 Mcedy's uprated the preferred and
x/

preference stocks to A and Saa, res=ectively. Applicant

stated that it centinues to seek up-rating of its first =crt-

gage bcnds to Aa/AA frcm A/A. These rating i=prevements

translate into greater flexibility, icwer financing costs and,

ulti=acely, relatively Icwer rates. Applicant noted that the

rating agencies have expressed approval of the financial gcals

scught by Cuke Pcwer Cc=pany (Applicant's Testi=cny of Richard
.

C. Ransen, at 6, follcwing Tr. 2510).

1
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Applicant explained that the reason Duke went from an
i

excellent financial position through 1967-68 to a peor one in
1 -

0 1974-75 was that it, like other utilities and utilities ccm-

missions, had difficulty adjusting to a new environment in

which the utilities went f cm a declining cost business which

had prevailed for 40-50 years to one of suddenly very large

cost increases (Tr. 2596-98). The witness testified that he

knew of no case where an electric utility company has gone

into bankruptcy and'could not meet its financial obligations

to operate its power plants (Tr. 2639-40).

In discussing Duke today, Applicant stated at Tr. 2598-

99 that:
t

"I think that the ccmpany, meaning Duke as well as
other utilities, had to adjust to a totally dif-
ferent environment in which we were working. And
that this took a matter of time for adjust =ent.

I believe that today a number of things have changed.

( -

Number one, I think that Duke is in a strenger-

financial positien and has recovered significantly
frem where it was in 1974.

Number two, I think that :: uke has built its staff,
particularly.in the financial area, to = ore ade-
quately deal with the ravages of inflation and the
need for adjusting its prices cccmensurate withi
increase in its cost.

Number three, I believe that the utilities cc= mis-
siens have also increased their forces so as ::
deal more expeditiously with applications for rate
increases.

1
'

t
' And, number fcur, we are tcday prctected by fuel

adjust =ent clauses in all three of the jurisdic-

:
I

!

l
1

. - - .- -
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.

tilons in which we serve, the FERC, the North Caro-'

lina Commission and the South Carolina Commission.
We have fuel adjustment clauses which are operative,

j and which have on several occasions, been affirmed
by those ecmmissions."*

.

,

In sum, Applicant stated that it did not envision a repetition

of the early 1970's insofar as the financial strength of the

Company was concerned (Tr. 2599; Applicant's Testimony of
,

Richard C. Ranson, at 6, follcwing Tr. 2510).

Applicant explained that the Ccmpany has also improved

its liquidity by increasing its available lines of credit to
\

5280 million. Applicant noted that the Ccmpany's policy is
'

generally to maintain short-term debt levels belcw $175 mil-

lion; at least once duding each of the last three years Duke
"

Pcwer has eliminated all of its short-term debt (Applicant's

Testimony of Richard C. Ranson, at 6-7, following Tr. 2510).

| Applicant also addressed the matter of the cost of de-

commissioning raised by Intervenor. Applicant's witness ack-

, "J; newledged his familiarity with the Battelle study concerning
s.

deccmmissioning (Tr. 2560). With regard to Applicant's posi-

tien concerning the deccmmissioning methods set forth in that

study, Mr. Ransen took the following position at Tr. 2562:

"To date Duke Pcwer Company is estimating the dd-
commissioning costs through depreciation, and it is
implicit that deccmmissioning costs and whatever
positive or nega-dve salvage value that will relate
to the plant, any particular plant, will be handled
through the depreciation system.

Frcm the standpoint of cash ficw I wculd say it -

would be Duke's preference to put up the cash at

-- . - ._. .. -- - - ... - , . - . _ _ . - - _ . . _ . . - - _ . . _ - - - - . . _ - _ _ _ _ -
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the time that you had a requirement for actual ex-.

penditures on deccmmissioning, and that in the Cem-
pany's judgment this would result in the lowest cost
,of such funds, and, therefore, the lowest cost to

^, ,

p the Company's custcmers."
,

'

(See also Tr. 2616 and Applicant's Testimony of Richard C.

Ranson, at 7-8, following Tr. 2510.) Applicant went en to

state that it was Duke's position that it would be most ap-

propriate for the customers enjoying a plant serrice to

bear the cost related to that plant (Tr. 2615).

Applicant prese,nted testimony regarding Intervenor's
,

t'
allegation of violation of North Carolina Law. Applicant

.

stated that, to its knowledge, Duke had not violated state

law (Tr. 2541; See also Applicant's Testimony of Richard C.

Ranson, at 4-5, following Tr. 2510). Mr. Ranson went en to

address the allegation of improper coal charges by a subsidary

of Duke, demonstrating that there was no basis to this alle-

gation (Applicant's testimony of Richard C. Ranson, at 8-10,

- following Tr. 2510). Specifically, Applicant brought to the

V
Board and parties' attention The Public Service of South

Carolina Ccmmission recent Order on the subject of Duke's

ccal purchases. As was noted above, this Crder was the cul-
|

sination of a preceeding which served as the basis for Inter-

venor's allegation of violation of state law. As also pre-

vicusly set forth, the Public Service Ccesissien found that

Duke's coal pruchase practices f cm its subsidiaries were not

unreascnable or detrimental to the public interest (Tr. 2543-44).

l

. __ _ . ..
. . _ _ _ _
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Finally, Applicant addressed the matter of the impact of
'

decreasing sales and adverse rate treatment on the financial
,

abili.ty to operate McGuire. Applicant stated that if sales,

<

I fall below the anticipated level, there will be lower earn-
t

,

ings and several options would be available to Applicant. One

would be to apply to the appropriate regulatory agencies for

a rate increase; another option could be deferral of con-

struction; or lastly, the company could ride things out for

a period of time (Tr. 2578-79). As an example of the measures,

it could take, Appli* cant pointed out that during the reces-,

sionary pericd of 1974-75, Duke cut back on operating expen-

ditures, such as closing down its training center for 18

months (Tr. 2621) . Applicant stressed, however, that such

cut-back decisions were made on the basis that the activities

| were not critical to the near-ter:n operations of the Ccmpany.

With specific reference to the training center, Applicant em-

phasized that no training was altered that related to any regu-
._

; latory requirement regarding licensing or impaired Duke's

ability to operate its plants in a safe manner (Tr. 2625-26).

Appli: ant stated that id favorable rate relief was not re-

ceived, it would reduce its construction program. Mr. Ranson

|
stressed that Applicant wculd complete McGuire since'it was

I so near comcletion and that it was not practical either to

the Ccmpany's custcmers or its stockholders to cancel it (Tr.

2584-84).;

t
,

t

'
.

l
-_- . _ . - , , - _ . . . , _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ -
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The Staff presented the testimony of Louis Gittleman, a.

.

financial analyst educated in finance and accounting and

.' posse'ssing an extensive background in utility industrf finan-
.

cial matters (See Staff Testimony of Louis Gittlenan'

following Tr. 2096). In addition, the Staff submitted its

financial review contained in its SER Supplement 1 (See Staff

Exhibit C at 20.0).

At the outset the Staff explained at Tr. 2116 that:

"The analysis for the construction permit is en-
tirely differen't than the analysis that is per-'

formed during the operating permit stage, in that
during a conscructicn pernit we analyze a utility's
ability to secure financing, to generate sufficient
cash to finance the construction of the plant.

During the operating stage, we are concerned pri-
marily not only with the fact that it can generate
sufficient funds to pay for the operation of the
plant as opposed to the cost of construction of
the plant, so there is entirely a different set of
criteria."

The Staff considered both Applicant's current financial status

-- and projected cost of operating the plant including deccmmis-
t !''

! sioning. It then forecasted future financial events. Staff
I

l
witness stated that the total dollar cost was divided into the'

,

kilcwatt hcurs expected to be produced by the plant, yielding

a cost per kilcwatt hour of operating the plant. The Staff,

1

then ccmpared this cost per kilowatt hour with present revenues
i

i- per kilowatt hour, which is most conservative because it dces
1

I

not presume rate increases (Tr. 2110-12). Mr. Gittleman

( stated that consistent with the regulations (10 CFR Par- 50,
1

- - _ . . .- - - _. _ _ _ - . _ _ . _.
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. Appendix C.I.B.) the Staff's analysis did not consider the

period beyond five years (Tr. 2146A). Based upon the above +

4

appro'ach, the Staff compared 1977 revenues to 1982-83 dollar'
< .
i

amounts (Tr. 2111-12). The Staff concluded that there was

reasonable assurance that Duke Power Company could obtain

the funds necessary to cover the estimated costs of operating

the McGuire Luclear Station and, if necessary, permanently

shutting the facility dcwn and maintaining it in a safe con-
dition (Staff Testimony of Lcuis Gittleman, at 1, following

*

<
i

Tr. 2096).

The Staff went on to provide information concerning

Duke's recent rate request experience. Mr. Gittleman found

that over S300 million in additional revenues have been granted e

by the regulatory authorities over the pasu five years. Re-

ferring to Table 11 in the SER Supplement (Staff Exhibit C,
admitted at Tr. 1975), the Staff noted that total revenues

- have risen almost 5700 million since 1973. The Staff attri-

O buted the difference to increased customers, increased usage

per custcmar, and the fuel adjustment clause. The Staff cb-

served that Applicant has precedures in all three of its regu-

latory jurisdictions to adjust rates for fluctuations in fuel
expense. These precedures are subject to 60 to 90-day lags

frem the date fuel expense charges are incurred until they are

reflected in bills to customers. The Staff found that electric

revenues for 1977 increased 14%, reflecting a 7% increase in

|

__ _ ._ _ - _ . . .- - - _. -
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In sales and the collection of higher revenues through fuel
.

cost adjustment procedures. Electric revenues for 1976 in-
' ~.' creased 19%, reflecting the full impact of rate increasese

i implemented in mid-1975, an 8% increase in T4 sales, and the

continuation of revenue collections under fuel cost adjustment

procedures. The Staff noted that these increases in ra

sales followed three years of relatively flat sales growth

due, at least in part, to an economic recession and occurred

despite a steadily rising price per IE (See Tr. 2137-39),
,

f' Mr. Gittleman stated that today's conditions are a vast improve-

ment with projected continuing improvement (Tr. 2154; Staff

Testimony of 7ouis Gittleman, at 2-3, following Tr. 2096.)

Based upon the above, the Staff concluded that it ap-

pears much more likely than not that rate increases will be

granted in future years to offset legitimately rising operat-

I ing expenses. The Staff asserted that this seems especially

^

trne in view of the fact that it was unaware of any case
i
ci

where Duke Power Company has been found guilty of violating any

state's requirements. Furthermore, since sales growth has re-

!
bounded in recent' years in the f ace. of rising rate.s , the Staf f

.
;

maintained that there seems to be little basis for contending

that additional rate increases will so severely affect demand

and sales that "not even additional rate increases will be
adequate to maintain the Applicant's solvency." Mr. Gittle-

man stated that it may very well he that rising rates will

encourage censervation efforts and thus sicw demand growth,

._ _ _ .. . _ _ _- --.
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' but that is quite different from contending that rising rates

will lead to bankruptcy (Staff Testimony of Louis Gittleman,
f. *

.i at 3-4, following Tr. 2096).'

With respect to Applicant's status in the financial com-

munity, the Staff noted that one of the largest investment '

,

counseling firms had just issued its recent recommendations.

and listed Duke as the number two company under the category

of highest growth rate (Tr. 2153-54).

The Staff addressed the matter of the cost of decom-
,

missioning. Mr. Gittleman demonstrated his familiarity with

the Battelle Study on this subject (Tr. 2112-18) . He stated-

that an acceptable means of funding decommissioning during
'

the lifetime of the facility is the recognition of negative

salvage value and utilization of depreciation rates to pro-

vide cash flow over the life of the plant (Tr. 2120). Mr.

Gittleman was cognizant of the deccmmissioning costs pro-
~

1
; jected by the Battelle Study (Tr. 2121-22) and was of the

|
i v/

view that Applicant would be in a position to finance such
;

costs (Staff testimony of Louis Gittleman, at 4, followdng
,

1
: Tr. 2096; Tr. 2148-49).
t

In conclusion, the Staff stated that there is re'asonable

assurance of the Applicant obtaining the necessary funds to

cover the estimated costs cf the activities contemplated under

the license. A'ccordingly, the Scaff found that Duke Power is
.

financially qualified to operate and, if necessary, shut down

i and safely maintain the McGuire Nuclear Station, Unics 1 and

2 (Staff Testimony of Louis Gitcleman, at 4, following Tr. 2096).
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- On the basis of the abova, the Board finds that Appli-

cant has reasonable assurance of obtaining the necessary funds'

.

' to co'ver estimated operating costs, i.kcluding the estimatedj- <

costs of permanently shutting the facility down and maintain--

ing it in a safe condition.
,

,

Stipulated contention 6 reads:
.

"The consideration of alternatives to nuclear
power generation is inadequate in that no detailed
and specific case was developed for sclar powar at
the time of the censtruction permit preceeding.
Subsequent even,ts have made such consideration es-

( sential. The Atcmic Energy Commission has been
supplanted by the Nuclear Regulatory Ccmmission and
the Energy Research and Development Administration.

,.

R The ERDA is giving active and significant support
'

to the development of solar energy utilization which
can be expected to reach fruition before the need
for McGuire develops, witness the ERDA sponsored
solar energy conference in Washington, D. C., week
of May 26, 1975, and its explicit programs for
phases of solar energy development."

Intervenor suggests that solar power is - viable alter-

native to the McGuire Station and that improper consideration

has been civen to this alternative.-
~

Q
The use of solar energy in Applicant's service area is

constrained by the natural variability of sunshine and poten-

tial reception of that energy at various times during the year.

The Applicant's witness, who is a recognized authority in the

field of solar power technology and application, testified that
i;

!

,1 the daily total solar energy reception in the Applican 's ser-
i

[,. vice area on a clear June day would be 2,800 STU's per square
n

foot on a horizontal surface, and only 550 STU's per square foce,

on an average Dece=her day (Testi=cny of Ecy C. Ectcel, at 3,,

.

I

, - . - . . . . - , - - - - , . _ ~ . _ _ , - - _.
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following Tr. 273). Although a collector for space-heating
~ '

would be tilted to favor the winter sun, there would be less

than. complete compensation for the above difference between
i

i
summer and winter (Testimony of Hoyt C. Hottel, at 5, follow-*

ing Tr. 273). As the energy system in a solar house would be

designed to provide space-heat and hot water in the winter

(when BTU reception is the lowest) and for hot water only in

the summer (when STU reception is the greatest) , the collector

system would be vastly over-designed for summer use if it were

to meet winter requi'ements (Testimony of Hoyt C. Hottel, at 6,r

following Tr. 273). As the capital costs associated with over-

designing the system would be prohibitive given present col-

lector cost, the optimum design for solar space heating in the
9

Applicant's service area is to have the solar pcwer system pro-

vide 35-75% of the space-heating energy with an auxiliary sys-

tem to supplement the partial solar system to full capacity in

winter (Testimony of Hoyt C. Hottel, at 6, following Tr. 273).
_

y; The Applicant's witness testified that a space-heating

i solar pcwer system of better than average expected ter=al,

performance must have an installed collector and associated

| equipment cost of less than $14 per square foot befo e its
e

use is cost efficient as compared with electric resistance

heating. With other available metheds of heat, the solar
i

l system would need to cost markedly less (Testimony of Hoyt

i C. Hottel, at 9-11, following Tr. 273).
,

|
|

>
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Despite the intervenor' a witness' testimony to the
.

contrary, the Board finds that the coat of an installed

g spacedheat solar system is well in er: cess of $15 to 519

per square foot. Intarvenor's witness provided no substantial

' supporting evidence to establish that the collector price is

presently in the 515 per square foot range, and we notz that
,

the witneIJs conceded that an experimental solar house which

was recently being constructed in North Carolina was not

completed due to the. " economics" o f the system (T:. 447). 1/
.

1/ The following dialogue contained in the depos.' tion of
Intervenor's witness Thomas Ainscough (at p. 43) which was
received into evidence as Intervenor's Exhihit 1, is of interes%

Q. True enough. Do you see solar as basically directed
to being an answer to this peak problem?

A. No.

Q. The reason that I asked the question, you mentioned het
water heating and you mentioned al: conditioning which

^

many people reference as contributing to the peaks. I

j ( ,j asked you, do you foresee sola as a means of reducing
this peak?

A. I think solar could : educe that peak. Yes, I do.
That might be the opposite of what a Ice of power
companies think that islar could aggravate their
peaks. To a certain axtent they could but I think
that can be worked out. I do not think that sola
is the entire answer; nor do I think that nuclear is
the entire answer; no: do I :hink any one source of
energy.

I think all of them we need desperately, need all of
them.
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As the components of the solar energy collectors
'

are ordinary building products such as glass, insulation,
i
1

metal. sheet, valves and pumps, the price of the components.

i

t
of the collector can not be expected to be substantially*

,

,

reduced in the foreseeable future. Moreover, experiments

with low cost factory f abricating techniques have failed

to reduce substantially the cost of constructing the

| collectors. As such, the Scard finds that the use of solar

energy for space-heating purposes in the Applicant's service

area is not present$y competitive with nuclear power generatien,/

and shows no prospect of beccming so in the foreseeable

future (Testimony of Ecyt C. Ecttel, at 12-13, following

Tr. 273).* -

Solar power for het water purposes has been used

in the past in Florida and can be expected ec be used in

the future although the extent of that use is uncertain

_ (Testinony of Ecyt C. Ecttel, at 3, following T: . 273).
i,

' l''

The decline in the use of solar power for hot water purposes,

in Florida after World War II indicates this energy source

will not make any significant centribution to the energy

picture in the Cuke Power Company service area during the

useful life of the McGuire Station (Testimony of Ecyt C.

Ecttel, at 14, following T:. 273).

Applicant's witness testified, and :he Staff concurs,
-

that industry uses of solar pcwer are still in :he develop =en:al

. . _ . - . _ . _ - . . _ . _ __. - _ . . _.
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stage and far f:cm economically sound. The same limitations
~

. apply to absc:ption air conditioning. This is due to the

fact.these systems require a much higher temperature level
,

.
# than space c: het wate heating and the use of flat place

,

collectors fc: that purpose is net ecs: effective. There-,

fore, the use of solar power fe industrial and air conditiening

purposes cannet be expected to ecmpete with nuclear pcwer

generation as an alternative ene:gy scurce within the next

decade (Testimony of Ecyt C. Ecctal, at 15-16, fellcwing

( T:. 273; Testimony of Augustus C. Johnson, at 11, fcilowing

T:. 260).

The Applicant's witness testified that among the

alternatives of land-based the:mally generated electric

power, only one type--the tower power plant--merits consideration

as a feasible alternative (Testimony of Ecyt C. Ecttel, a: 16,

fcilowing T:. 273). This is due to the fact that with parabc1cic

reflecters of 20 feet diameter spread eve: 3,500 acres, steam._

\''- would be raised at 137,000 points fc: a 1,000 megawatt ncn-tower

type solar plant icested in the Southwest Sunbew1. The thermal

1 css and pressure deep f:cm such a system would be excessive,

and thus only the central tower system is a feasible alternative.

Intervenc: did not p cduce any substantial supporting evidence
E

to the centra:y (Testimeny of Ecy: C. Ect:el, at 16-17,
|

fc11cwing T: . 273).
-

Applicant's witness :estified tha: the tower pcwer plant
1
,

appears to becomes advancageous, when ec= pared wi:h ccnventional

fuel pcwer plants, only when the fuel cost of the ccaventienal

.

- --r---- . -r .,--,.v--, - . , , - - - -
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system rises to more than four times the fixed charge on capital
.

(Testimony of Ecy: C. Ecttel, at 18, following T:. 273). At
i

present, the Applicant's fuel costs are only 2.5 times the
-.

fixed charge on capital, and it does not appear feasible that

they will ine: ease to the threshold level within the foreseeable

future. Thus, the tower power plant is not a feasible alter-

native to the conventional system of electric power generation

(Testimony of Ecyt C. Ecttel, at la, following Tr. 273). A

much g= eater constraint is that no such plant has ever been

built c: tested, and thus its cost may escalate beyond that

estimated in the testimony (Testimony of Ecyt C. Ecttel,

at 19, following Tr. 273). If such escalation occurs, any
'

potential advantage of such a system might diminish to :ero.

The Applicant's witness testified that the cost of

electric power generation by photovoltaic cells is approximately

S20 per watt of peak power, based upon an efficiency of 13) to

144. This cost equates to a cost of generation of 5250 per
1 ,

' %.)

squar e foot , a cost which must be reduced over 50 times
t

before such units can impact the national energy scene c:

| provide a viable alternative to nuclear generation (Testimony

"of Eoyt C. Ecttel, at 2, following T:. 273).

Hased upon the fo:egoing, the 3 card finds that sola:

power is not presently a viable alternative to electrical

power generation at the McGuire Nuclear f acility. The Board _

furthe: finds that there is no significant chance of sola

power beccming a viable alternative within the useful life

. -
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.
of that station since the costs asscciated with its applica-

tion are not competitive with alternate modes of generation,

y' and s'ince there is no prospect of reducing those costs to

! competitive levels within the next decade (Testimony of Hoyt

C. Hottel, at 1-2, following Tr. 273).

II. ADDITIONAL MATTERS

A. Health Effects

On January 25, 1977 the Appeal Board stated in its Harts-
1/

ville decisien- that in consideration of alternative sources

of energy, focus should be placed upon environmental factors.

The Appeal Board made specific reference to "an estimate of

the incremental incidence of various diseases and genetic ef-

fects which would be caused by the operation of each type of

plant." (See Eartsville, supra, fn. 52, at 102-104.)

In confarmance with the Appeal 3 card's decision, both

Applicant and Staff presented testimony regarding health ef-

- fects associated with nuclear and coal-fired generation (Testi-C
=eny of Lionel Lewis following Tr. 1713, and Testimony cf R.

L. Gotchy, folicwing Tr. 1687) . Applicant's testimony was di-

rected to the health effect impact to the population within

50 miles of the plant, andshewedthathealtheffectdattrihu-
table to nuclear generation were at least 360 times less than

health effects associated with cperation of comparable coal

1/ Matter of Tennessee Valley Authcrity (Eartsville Nuclear
Planc, Unrcs lA, 2A, 13 and 23) ALAB-367, 5 NRC 92,
(January 25, 1977).

_ _ _ _
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units . With respect to comparisons of health effects associated

with .the entire fuel cycles, Applicant stated that the health,

t
* e*fects of the coal fuel cycle, including occupational effects

and effects among the general public as well, are at least 30

times, and probably 100 times or more greater than of the

equivalent nuclear fuel cycle (Testimony of Lionel Lewis, at

8, folicwing Tr.1713) .

The Staff stated that the .ccal fuel cycle alternative

=ay be more harmful "to man by factors of 4 to 250 dependingi

on the effect being considered, for an all nuclear ecenemy,

or factors of 3 to 22 'sith the assumption that all of the

electricity used by the uranium fuel cycles ccmes frem coal
c

powered plants (Testimony of R. L. Gotchy, at 11, following

Tr . 168 7) .

On April 11, 1978 the Ccmmission stated that:
i

"(iln proceedings pending before Licensing Boards,
t - the Ccmmission hereby directs the Licensing Boards

| (_) to reopen the record on NEPA issues for the limited
purpose of receiving new evidence on radon releases'

and on health effects resulting frcm radon releases.
[43 Fed. Reg. 15616 (April 14, 1978)]"

Further discussion of health effects is found in the treatment

of Table S-3, infra. ;

i The Board finds, based on the above findings and those

concerned with Table S-3, infra, that the matter of health

effects associated with coal and nuclear generation alterna-

tives has been adequately censidered, and that such censid-
'

eration confirms that the cest-benefit balance favors the

|

, - . . - . -_ _ .- - - _ _ - _ - . _ - - . - - . . --- ._ _ ..-
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~

nuclear alternative. Indeed, based upon the information pro-

vided, the cost-benefit analysis originally performed is
< .

.
'

further enhanced by a ccmparison of the health effects of=

coal and nuclear.

B. Table S-3
,

On March 7, 1977, the Commission prcmulgated its final

interim rule with regard to environmental impact values for

the uranium fuel cycle (42 Fed. Reg. 13803, March 14, 1977).

5 In accord therewith and pursuant to prior developments in

this regard, the Staff presented testimony to the effect that

such new figures contained in the revised Table S-3 of 10 CFR

551.20 are so insignificant so as not to tip the cost-benefit

balance previously struck on the basis, in part, of original

Table S-3 (Testimony of Oliver D. T. Lynch, at 7-8, follcwing

Tr. 1779).

_
Suhsequent to the above testimony, the Commission amended

V Table S-3, which table served as a basis for the prior testi-

many of Applicant and Staff (See 43 Fed. Reg. 15613 (April

14, 1978)). Specifically, on April 11, 1978, the Ccmmission

1 stated that:
;,,

"the current Table S-3 value for Raden-222 is in-;

correct and does not include:| '

;

* estimates of radon released frem mining
operations.

* estimates of releases of raden frem in-
-

terim tailings piles after the mill has
shut down and during the ensuing pericd
while the tailings pend is evapcrating
and before stabili::ation prcgrams are ccm-
pleted.

- _ - . - . . _ - _ . . . - . . - . . . _ _ - _. _ _ _ . --
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' estimates of releases of raden from sta-
bilized mill tailings piles. [43 Fed.'

Reg. 15614 ( April 14, 1976) ]

-

4
.

. . . .

"Since the original Table S-3 was promulgated, new
estimates of releases have been devised that require
upward revision of the value for radon in Table S-3.,

Therefore, the Commission is amending Table S-3 to
eliminate the value for radon releases. This issue
may henceforth be litigated in individual licensing
proceedings since it is not now covered by the rule.
(4 3 Fed. Reg. 15614-15 (April 14, 1978)]"

On July 20, 1978 this Board reopened the record on the

( issue of Radon-222 emissions related to the uranium fuel cycle.

The Board, pursuant to the suggestion of Applicant and Staff,

and with some scheduling modifications, adopted the procedures

which have been adcpted by the Appeal Board pertaining to the

seventeen cases pending before it on the radon matter.

See Philadelphia Electric Company, et al . (Peach Bottcm Atomic

Power Staticn, Units 2 & 3) , ALAB-480, Siip op., 15-20 (May

.

31, 1978). Therein the Appeal Board ruled that Perkins

k-) was to be the lead case and that the Perkins transcripts of

the May 16 & 17, 1978 hearings and the June 8, 1978 deposition

were to be received in evidence in each of the seventeen cases.

See Duke Pcwer Companv, (Perkins Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2&
:.

3) , Docket Nos. STN. 50-488, -489, and -490. The Board adopt 2d

a procedure so as to provide full opportunity to the parties

to supplement, contradict, or object to the reco d i- cerkins.

Intervenor requested an opportunity to supplement the Perkins -

record in several regards: First, that it be permitted to pro-

vide testimony regarding the ethics associated with increases in

- ~ - _ _ _ . _ _ _
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incremental radiation (Tr. 1888, 2171); secondly, that it be

permd.tted to present witnesses on coal mining safety (Tr.,.

.t
1889); third, that Dr. Chauncey Kepford, the same individual

who participated in Perkins, be permitted to comment on his
I

statement about resource consumption inasmuch as it was alleg-

edly not cenoidered by the Perkins Board (Tr. 1889); and

fourth, that it be permitted to cross-examine Staff's Perkins

witness, Dr. Reginald Gotchy, with regard to the nuclear fuel

' cycle health effects versus coal health effects and the basis

for Dr. Gotchy's 1,000 year cutoff for the consideration of

i Raden-222 emission consequences (Tr.1890) . The Board, after

hearing extensive argument, denied Intervencr's request, ex-

capt as to permit it to cross-examine Dr. Gotchy (Tr. 2196-97).

The Board, thereafter, tcok official notice of the Perkins

record and made it a part of this record (Tr. 2198).

An examination of the Perkins record reveals the fol-

C lowing:

( Pursuant to the Perkins Board's Order implementing the

Ccmmissien's action regarding Table S-3, Perkins Intervenors

presented the testimony of Dr. Chauncey Kepford.-1/ (Inter-
;

venor's Testimony of Chauncey Keptord following Perkins Tr.
. - .

.

l_/ During the ccurse of the deposition, Intervenors introduced
supple = ental testi=ony of Dr. Kepford as well as numerous
exhibits. The Perkins Board Order of June 29, 1973 received
into evidence the supplemental testimony and ruled en other
matters.

_ . _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_
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(hereinaf ter Tr.P.) 2715) .- Under cross-examination on his

professional qualifications, Dr. Kcpford did not claim that
,

his educational or employment background provided him with*

any expertise in the area in which he was prepared to testify

(Tr.P. 2683-90). He stated that he had not received formal

training in the areas of his testimony (Tr.P. 2678); that he

was not a health physicist, nor one skilled in the medical

profession (Tr.P. 2677, 2681-82); he indicated that he had no

( experience with opersting or designing a power plant (Tr.P.
s

2697) ; he testified that he had no actual field experience

with respect to the mining and milling of uranium er with
~

ccal ash piles (Tr.P. 2697-98); he acknowledged that he had

not prepared an independent assessment of the amount of Raden-

222 emanating frem uranium mill tailing piles or ccal ash

piles (Tr.P. 2741-42) nor had he prepared an independent

assessment of the health effects associated therewith (Tr.P.

2677). In sum, Dr. Kepford simply relied upon the expertise.

,
of others and used their calculations and data (Tr.P. 2677).

!

When questioned as to his ability to assess the accuracy of
|
|

the data relied upon, Dr. Kepford cculd only state that hei

had attempted to educate himself in this natter by re'ading
,

the literature (Tr.P. 2681-82) commencing less than three
1

i years ago (Tr.P. 2706). Dr. Kepford made much of the fact

.

i/ The criginal transcript of the June 9, 1978 depcsition ne-
glected to incorpcrane Dr. Kapford's testimony. Pursuan:
to the Perkins Scard Crder of June 29, 1978, the transcript
of the deposition was corrected to include, inter alia, -he
testimony of Dr. Kepford following Tr.P. 2715.

- _-, .__ _ . . . __ ._. ..
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his analyses were free from institutional bias (Tr.P. 2682);.

however, he acknowledged that he had a long-standing biasi <

against nuclear power (Tr.P. 2693, 2709-10).

With respect to the substance of his testimony, Dr. Kep-
.

ford testified that, in taking data of others and performing

simple mathematical calculations, he projected the alleged

long-term impacts of Raden-222 frcm the uranium fuel cycle
1/

over billions of years- (Tr.P. 2677-80, 2739-41). Dr . Kep--

t
'

ford also discussed the long-term health effects associated
"

with Raden-222 from a Perkins coal generation facility. In

ecmparing the health effects associated with each fuel cycle,

Dr. Kepford concluded that the long-term deaths caused by the

nuclear version of Perkins would exceed the deaths frem a coal

alternative (Intervenors' Testimony of Chauncey Kepford, fol-

lewing Tr.P. 2715).

_ Cross-examination focused upon that part of Dr. Kepford's

testimony which reflected a Radon-222 release rate of 1000

curies / year /AFR-2/ frcm abandoned open pit mines (Intervenors'

testimony of Chauncey Kepford at 2, folicwing Tr.P. 2715).

Dr. Kepford admitted that at present only cne half of all U.S.
;

| uranium ccmes frem open pit mines (Tr.P. 2752). Continuing,

! he stated that it was possible that Applicant could get all
1

or none of its fuel requiremenes from cpen pit mines and thus,l

1 1/ Dr. Kepford's calculations equare with a three unit nuclear
facility of 3340 MN.

2/ AFR refers to the Annual Fuel Requirement.
|

-. ., _ . .- - - _ _ - - . __ __ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ -
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the value could range from 0 to 100 curies (Tr.P. 2752). Dr.

Kepford was unable to state whether future mining operations

will be predominated by open-pit or underground mines (Tr.P.,

.

2754). Further, he acknowledged that the open-pit figure

did not consider smeliorative measures, such as the flooding

of the pits, nor did it consider back-filling and other res-

torative requirements (Tr.P. 2755).

Dr. Kepford's testimony made several gecgraphic adjust-

ments for the coal alternative. First, the testimony assumed

( a "one-day residence time over land, meaning that 83% of the

radon released in the vicinity of Perkins blows out to sea
1/
-

prior to decay" (Intervenor's testimony of Dr. Chauncey Kep-

ford at 4, following Tr.P. 2715).. When interrogated about

this residence-time statement, Dr. Kepford admitted he was not

familiar with Perkins wind data (Tr.P. 2757); rather, he stated

that such figure was arbitarily selected (Tr.P. 2756, 2764).

_

When presented with the Perkins data, which reflected that

sj the predominant winds at the Perkins site blow frem the

; southwest and south-southwest sectors, as opposed frem west

to east (Tr.P. 2758-61), he acknowledged that there would be

about a one-half life decay during the transport of Raden-222
| ;

| from the ash pile at the Perkins site to the ocean (Tr.P.

2765). Second, the testimony assumed "that the released

| Radon-222 can cause health effects among 5% of the U.S. popu-
:

lation" (Intervenors' Testi=ony of Chauncey Kepfort at 5, -

!

.

-1/ This Board takes official notice of the fact that the McGuire
Nuclear Station is located 40 miles southwest of the Perkins;

Nuclear Station.

_ _ _ , _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
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t
- following Tr.P. 2715). Ecwever, when asked to perform a ccm-

parative calculation based upon a recognized staff equation
' "

; (Tr.P. 2768, 2744),. Intervenor arrived at a population inte-
. grated exposure for the Perkins site three times greater than

that which would be expected from a similar release at a

western United States site assuming predominant wind patterns

at the Perkins site (Tr.P. 2776). Dr. Kepford attempted to

dcwnplay this result by asserting that wind from the west,
unlike that at the P9rkins site, bicws essentially 100% of

the *4me frem west to east (Tr.P. 2779-82). .2cwever, Inter-

venor's basis for this position reflected that winds in the

western U.S. ccme predeminately frem eight directions rather

a constant west-east flow (Tr.P. 2799-82). -

Lastly, Dr. Kepford's testimony reflects that "before

1000 years goes by, Perkins 1, 2 and 3, as nuclear power

plants, would cause more deaths frem Raden-222 alone than a
- ccmparable sized coal fire plant would kill frem all causes"

V (Intervenors' Testi=ony of Chauncey Kepford at 5, folicwing
i

Tr.P. 2715). Dr. Kepford testified that the Staff's gecmetric
,

mean number of deaths attributable to the ccal fuel cycle was

42 per year, or 1260 for an assumed 30-year plant li#e, which

| scaled for Perkins wculd be 4600 (Tr.P. 2784-85). Further,

he acknowledged that the corresponding value for a Perkins'

nuclear facility would be 1/14th or 1/42nd of 4600 depending

upon the assumptions one would make (Tr.P. 2785-86). On this

basis, Dr. Kepford recognized nhat there would be at least

i
---____
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4270 more deaths from coal in the first thirty years of opera-

tion than frem a similar sized nuclear facility, which, con-
,

sidering only the radon emanation frem the uranium fuel cycle,'

places the cross-over pericd well past the 1000 years refer-
1

enced in his testimony and closer to 10,000 years (Tr.P. 2785-

86). In this regard, contrary to his statement, Dr. Kepford

conceded his ccmparison of the nuclear and fossil options, as

set forth in the tables acccmpanying his testi=ony, totally

failed to censider the short-term effects that are associated
.,

with the coal fuel cycle (Tr.P. 2743-47). In addition, he

admitted that he likewise failed to censider the icng-term

health effects associated with the coal fuel cycle. He stated

he was not convinced that such existed (Tr.P. 2746). Yet, he

admitued that toxic elements would be present in the ash pile

and that such would leach cut (Tr.P. 2747). As an example,

Dr. Kepford made reference to cmFmium, which he acknowledged

would have an infinite half life (Tr.P. 2748).
4

O As to the establishment of a proper evaluative period,

Dr. Kepford acknowledged that man has advanced technolcgically,

scientifically and physically in the past 1000 years (Tr.P.

2751). He further stated that there will be technological,
*t

scientific advancements in the next 1000 year 5, but he was

uncertain abcut their permanence (Tr.P. 2751).

Applicant submitted supplemental evidence of its prior

witness in this matter, Licnel Lewis, a trained and experi- -

enced health physicist (Applicant's Testimony of Lionel Lewis

following Tr.P. 2266). Mr. Lewis fcund the Staff's numerical

. _ _ _ . - __ . - . -- . _ - - .-
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estimates of health effects associated with the radon releases

projected as a result of mining and milling activies (See dis->

/ cussion, infra) to be reasonably conservative (Applicant's
*
.

Testimony of Lionel Lewis at 2, following Tr.P. 2266; see also

Tr.P. 2326). Mr. Lewis calculated the increased health effects

associated with the new Staff values and concluded that the

comparison of the health effects between the nuclear and coal

fuel cycle contained in his earlier testimony would not change

significantly as a result of the increased value of radon

#
from uranium mining and mill tailings piles (Applicant's Testi-

,

many of Licnel Lewis at 3, 6-7, following Tr.P. 2266). As a

final point, Mr. Lewis. indicated his agreement with the Staff

position that regardless of the pericd of time considered, the

projected emissiens frem mining and milling of uranium and

the associated tailings will always constitute an extremely

minute fraction of the sources and doses attributable to natur-

.
ally emanated radon, and, hence, have a negligible effect en*

' v' the health of the public at large (Applicant's Testimony of

Lionel Lewis at 2, following Tr.P. 2266).

Applicant also presented the testi=cny of Dr. Leonard

D. Eamilton, a physician with extensive experience in health
, ,.

effects and their assessment (See Statement of Professional

| Cualificaciens of Leonard D. Hamilten follcwing Tr.P. 2256).
>

l
; Dr. Hamilton found that the Staff's projections in this re-

gard (See discussion, infra) were reasonably conservative (Ap- -

|

|
plicant's Testimony of Lecnard D. Hamilton at 1, fc11cwing

|

Tr.P. 2266; see also Tr.P. 2270). In addition, Dr. Hamilcon

!

!
\

, - . . .- - . _ _ - - - - - .- . _ -
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fcund that the additienal P.ade -222 f:== the =ising and =1111:g of
.

the ::asi= fuel cycle =e: .ur (i . e . , as a== cal. tissue dese to the

b cachi.al e=. ithelit=:t of 2.3 a: 10-4 * i ll:em (Tr. P . 2274-78)) makes a,

*:
*

=egligible ecstributi== to the a== cal natural backg =c=d dese, ,

(i.e. , the average 2- tal =a =al back., =u=d dese t= the

br= chial epithell= is 1650 =1111:e= per year (T .P. 2276)).

This negligible c--' d'uti== is well vi''d- the ra=ge cf na -

.

rallv. cc==: ing variatic=s (i.e., 210~t= 22,250 =1111:e= per

year t= the h:::chial epidell= (Tr.P. 2276)) , a d therefere,

( has a negligi' le *- act c: the health effects asscciated there-c-

with. CA=.pil-=~ 's tes '-r v. cf I.ac:ard D. Ea=ile== at 2-3,

fc11cvi g.Tr.P. 2 k 66. ) -

.

C. => dTt== vas q esticred c= the applicability cf the

! li= ear hypcthesis- Es stated that he was :awarm cf any
I *

.

credible study which shewed that 1:w deses are =cre hi 'n'.
per ::it dose ""*- high deses i: =a= (Tr.P. 2272). He

.-

(j stated that the linear hype hesis was a c==servative ass =p-

ti== is view cf the repair of radiatics injuries that had bee

chserved (Tr.P. 2270). C . ==~3't== ack=cwleged that it is-

U
reascrable t= assu=a linearity with respect t high m deses

;.

(fr.P. 2294, 23251, but hastenec' t add ''*t repair, albeit
'

-

<"~d #shed c yared to icw m, had been detected eve: afte:

u' .u. ~~~- .. a.2. _4a ~__' _- ~ ( "- - . u . 2294, 2524).. ~~. = , a _, ... c,.._,._..=..,.,.:-3 .. -

_

|
t

t .

1/ 'I" refers to linear energy transfer (Tr.P. 2299).I

|
|

I
t

. _ _ . _ . ,..- - _ _ . - _ . _ _ _
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.

that, is his view, it was "- ealistic a d =isleading -to take

'
'

the additi==al negligible dese c:a wculd receive fr:m the-

' Radc=-222 asscciated with tranius fuel cycle a d, using the
, .

. |
'

'd ear hype hesis, apply such a *d-y dose to 4'lices ed .
'

--

l-
.

pecple ever %d''i--s of years (Tr.P. 2289-90, 2322-24, 2332-33).

Nevertheless, is c fer te cale: late de risk frem Raden-
,

222, Dr. Em 4 ' t== went c= te state dat as applicatic cf the

T * sar hype hesis veuld yield a= upper 1# ' t cf the p =hability

ed such risk (::.P. 2654). Spee 'd-='iy, c this basis Cr.d

.

==milte: cale lated f:== the'dese t= the h::: Ad al epi deliu=,

;

f== each 3-d'vidual f s Radc=-222 f =m c=e year's ' ' g a=d

"d''i g activitf f== a refere==ed reacter t= he 2.5 x 10-4
d '11:em per year (Tr.P. 2274-78, 2654). cm, =, 41t== den <

nultiplied this >- nal deze hy-50 (i.e., the reasc:alle =axi-

== "- er cf years f =m hir.2:. '' =t weeld all=w f== ~'-* subse-
'

que=t develcpme== cf Ic=g cancer during c=e 's lif e # a) t=

|

, 'caleclate the d=se an i=dividual wculd ace = late ever fifty
(~/ years as 125 x 10-4 nillire= a d the=, using cc. :en: risk es-

#-=tes fe: 1==g cancer inductics, calenlated the risk f::
I

! eac'- 4-4*v#e =7 Aevel= ping l=g cancer during his lide ' e :=

he 2.7 x 10-10 (Tr. P'."2 6 5 4-5 8 ) , He statec~ that de" chance cf
.

:
-- -

.; .

--

|
de same individual develeping 1=g ca:cer f: m natural back-

7 timesg cund radiati== during his ''"a+d-e wculd he 1.5 x 10

(

greater (cr.P. 2656). When c== pared : de var'= 4-- - =-- -='
,

backg :c=d cf 210 to 23,250 i' lire = per year, : . E = ' 1:::, -

:
|
|

'
- - - - - - . ,- ,-, - . - - - - _ - , . _ - - - . . , , --. - - , ..w
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submitted that, it was clearly obvious that this risk was in-
1/
-

significant (Tr.P. 2277-78; See also Tr.P. 2322-23).
/ *

,

Dr. Hamilton expressed the view that he had more confi-*

,

dance in the extrapolation of health effects arising from

the coal fuel cycle than with nuclear due to the mass of

clinical epidemiological evidence associated with pollution

frem the former at levels close to current ambient concen-

traticns in urban atmosphere and the paucity of such evidence

/ with respect to radiation damage to low doses and low dose

rates. The net result is that nuclear figures are more con-

servative than coal figures (Tr.P. 2319-20).

The Perkins Board also expressed an interest in the re- >

liability of the risk estimates used by the Staff in light of

the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) scmewhat different

values (Tr.P. 2411). Dr. Hamilton confirmed the acceptability

6of the Staff risk estimate of 22.2 lung cancers per 10 men-

O- rem; he noted that such was also used by the United Nation's

Scientific Committee en Iffects of Atomic Radiation in its

1977 Report (Tr.P. 2653). With respect to the EPA value, Dr.

Hamilton stated that it was very similar to the Staff's,
l

L
: within a factor of 1.4 (Tr.P. 2653).

Dr. Hamilton made reference to the constant scanning of
i

! literature by national and international bcdies which acted

|

|
.

1/ Curing cross-examination it was determined that there
-

cculd be an additicnal maximum 100 curies per year per
j AFR exposure associated with open pit mines. Dr. Hamil:en

stated that such value wculd noe significantly affect his'

testimony (Tr.P. 2652).

.-. _ _- . . - . _ - _ . ._ _.
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to keep the radiation protection standards up to date. He
,

stated that there was no other environmental hazard that has.

, .;
., .

been kept under st.ch close and ongoing scrutiny (Tr.P. 2297-*

98). He also discussed the efforts in cancer research and

the near-term prospects for a cure, stating that there is not

a single disease that is getting more attention than cancer

in this country today (Tr.P. 2311-13).

Finally, Applicant presented the testimony of Dr. Morton

( I. Goldman, an experienced environmental and nuclear expert,

who likewise concluded that the Staff's testimony on the ra-

den issue was reasonably conservative (Applicant's Testimony

of Morton I. Goldman at 1, following Tr.P. 2266; See also
<

Tr.P. 2220-?l). Dr. Goldman provided a ccmparison of the ef-

fects of uranium milling residuals with the residuals of an

alternative coal plant, in particular with the radon prcduced

by the uranium present in coal and coal ash (Applicant's Tes-

t
'

| Q timony of Morton I. Goldman at 2, following Tr.P. 2266). Dr.

Goldman concluded that the Raden-222 emanation associatedi

i

therewith is likely to be within the same range as that con-

sidered for the nuclear alternative by the Staff; i.e., be-
i

tween 1 and 100 Ci/yr/AFR (Applicant's Testimony of Morton I.

Goldman at 5-6, following Tr.P. 2266; See also Tr.P. 2336).'

f

In addition, Dr. Goldman noted that whatever the radon release

associated with coal, it is likely to cccur in much closer

prcximity to the general public than would that released from

=ill tai'.ings (Applicant's Testimony of Morton I. Goldman,

-. _ . _ -- . - . . _ - - - -. . .__-__ -
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at 6, following Tr.i'. 2266) . . Dr. Goldsa: stated that if c=e

c==siders c=17 the rad == as a scurce of future health effects

and accepts the Stadf esti=ates ef health affaets, c==parisc=s,
-

ca: he made of the t=tal of c==ta=perary dea ds a:d de "----=

ca:cer dea-2s f =s Rade:-222 41c=e. Such c==parisc=s shev

''=t c=17 adte: ticusands t= tens of " usands of years wculd

the "t=tal lide cycle ~cests' cf F-= nuclear altar:ative hypc-

thetically :=.ach and c==ss -2=se cf c=al.. ( Applicant's testi- .. .

.

= cry of Mc:t== I. Gcid-=~ at 7, folicwing Tr.P. 2266; See
I

aisc Tr.P. 2303-04). cr. Gcid-=" hastened te scist cut dat
F 's armlysis c==sidered c=1y these resid-= T s asscciated wie

-

de bur d g cf c=al; f =-lar, it was res,_ i= ed t= the sclid

c ==d -c==-=4 d g residuals c=1 , =-> did ==t c== sider the7

loc.ac.7 cf CD2 emissic=s and de =cten_tal '----= ' :e* 'ense"- -

efdeces (Applicant.'s tes-i c=y cf Mc :== I. Gcid-=~ a: 2,

f=11: wing Or. P.. 2 2 6 6) . Is additics, such a c=mparisc: was
.

! gs/. based en the ass =sp,.i== "=t ether residuals f:== c=al-hurn-i
,

|
'

ing wculd have ac health effects whatscever ( Applicant's
|

I

tes ' c=y of Mcrt== I. Gc id-' = = a 2, following T .P. 2266).'

1

:.cwever, Cr. Gel A=~ sc:ed that c=al ===== 8 s trace =a=arials
;

c-der tha craniu=, many of which are t :ci= and/c carcinegenic.

Ee stated '"=~ the hurni=g ci a= 2:==a1 c=al req:i:e=e== re-,

i

| snits in the release t= the resul=ast ash pile cf t== T anti-

cies ci a:senic, ze:=.:.:7, c=? 'un, ch:::i =, e: . , whl=h have
,

I

as ' ''' " d ** i ' * '' 'Ca ' # ' ' # * '' $~# which will leach cq; cya; =g3 7r

I
l

'rusa ds cf years d- -'. e----- (Applica::'s testir.cny cf

| .

- . _ , . . , , - _ _ _ , - , _ . . . _ _ _ --- .. .--__-._._._ - -
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- Morten: I. Goldman at 7-8, following Tr.P. 2266; See also Tr.
.

P. 2640-41). Dr. Goldman went on to stress that the Raden-

[ 222 e$nanations frem either cycle would be an insignificant

increment to the natural raden emanations in the United States

(Tr.P. 2306). This is particularly emphasized by further con-

sideration of the wide range of Raden-222 (and daughter) con-

centrations to which the public is exposed by virtue of their

choice of housing and the degree of energy conservation prac-

! ticed, and the future dose implications of the mining and use
,

;

of phosphate rock for fertill:er and other prcducts (Appli-

cant's testimony of Morten I. Goldman at 8-12, following Tr.
t

P.2266; See also Tr.P.'2304, 2339-45, 2637-39). In sum, Dr.

Goldman stated that he wculd agree with the Staff analyses of

continuing Raden-222 emanations frcm mill tailings which con-

cluded that these are minute centributions to the populatien

dose frcm natural background raden, independent of the degree

or nature of stabili:ation applied to these tailings (Appli-
i'

cant's Testimony of Morton I. Gold =an at 12, following Tr.P.

2266; See also Tr.P. 2307).

The Perkins Board raised questions as to the exposure

associated with open pit mines and whether such should be

factored into the analysis. Dr. Goldman stated that a maximum

of approximately 100-200 curies of Raden-222 per AFR would

emanate frcm an open pit mine annually (Tr.P. 2640). Dr.

Goldman went on to provide information regarding the recla-

=aticn of cpen pit mines, stating that presently three of the

|
[

. _ _ - - - . - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ . _ _ . _ _ ._ _ _ ___ _ __
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five states in which significant uranium mining takes place,

have reclamation requirements applicable to such mines (Tr.
,

< =
..

4 P. 2639).
1/

The Staff presented the testimony of Messers. Lowenberg,~

Rothfleisch, Magno, Gotchy and Wilde who ccmbined, are in-

timately well versed in the uranium fuel cycle, particularly
I

the mining and milling of uranium, and the health effects

associated therewith, as well as the health effects associ-

(
ated with the coal fuel cycle. Mr. Rothfleisch and Mr. Lcwen-

berg described the method by which the value of 74.5 curies

per annual fuel requirement, as set forth in Table S-3 prior

to the Ccamission's April 11, 1978 action, was derived. They

explained that the value of 74.5 curies /AFR set forth in

Table S-3 reflected only releases frcm mill tailings during

active mill operation and did not include releases frem either

the mining of uranium or from stabilized tailings piles after

( ,; the pericd of active mill operation. They presented detailed

reasons why such was not included in Table S-3 (Tr.P. 2503;

Staff Testi=cny of Jack E. Rothfleisch following Tr.P. 2369;

see also the Staff Testimeny of Hemer Lcwenberg, follcwing

Tr.P. 2369, under whose supervision the original value for

Raden-222 was calculated).

1/ Mr. Lowenberg was unable to appear at the scheduled hear-
-

ings held in this regard. Ecwever, his testimony was
adopted by Kathleen Black (Tr.P. 2365-66).

. .. . .. . .- _ _ - _ -
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Staff wit =ess R. M. *dilde p cvided estimates of the rade:
.

released as a result of the ~* 3 g cf u=a:ium as part cf the
uranium fuel cycle, which esti=ates had =ct been included i:: ,

the scw withdraw: Cc-=dssien Table S-3 value of 74.5 == ries.;

Mr. *411de f=u=d the raden release f:=m ' 3 g per' annual fuel

requirement to ha 4060 curirs (Staff Testi=osy of 'R. M.

Wilde following Tr.P. 2369; See'also Tr.h.2540).
.

Curi=g c =ss-ex=~4 atien a ten ica was directed te cpen-
..

pit mi es and de ?. den emanati==s asscciated therewith. Mr.
( - Wilde stated that presently 50% cd c:= #cs c==as f:== cpen-

pit 44 es (Tr.P. 2373, 2543). Mr. *4ilde was cf de cpinic:
,

tha' the val e asacciated with de c=.eratics of a= c.cen . cit,

<

mdae wculd he sd 412: to the value asscciated with active
l c darg:Cund '# * g (Tr.P. 2544). After aba d :=ent, it was

ack=cwledged that such d es c=uld he a scu==e of rades aheve
back ::"-# (Tr.P. 2466) hut Mr. '411de was cd de cpinien hat

I
'

de value was insig '#ican (Tr.P. 2466). Mr. ~4#''* ased
*

this stata-en: cyc= -le fact dat de =ajer scur:e =f rad ==,
1

the u = 4:= cre , wculd he ==.=cred f== =il' # g purgeses .(Tr.P.

2551). Refere=ce was =ade te the fact that = cst = pen-pit
o

=ises are hel=w de ware: table a d thus will he carrialle
filled, dereby reduci:q the e=a:ati== :ste (Tr.P. 2556).

.

Mr. Vilde'also alluded := rec 1=-='#-- ''ws in de' vari ::
1-

'
states and the c== sequent attenuatics cf rad == release (Tr.

P. 2556). '# - =' t y, he s ated da: de : 'er cf Open-pit

d es was decreasi.g, due to the fac: tha: =cs: Of the readil?

__ _ . - . . . . -.
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'

accessable uranium had been mined (Tr.P. 2551-52). The Scard

pursued the matter and at its request, Mr. Wilde determined
i
'

that an unreclaimed open-pit mine could contribute up to 100..

curies / year /AFR after abandonment (Tr.P. 2610-12).

The Perkins Board also inquired as to the efforts the

Staff would make to insure ths stabilization of the tailings

pile. Staff witness, Hubert J. Miller, informed the Board of

the Staff's Branch Technical Position which requires an appli-
'

g cant to commit to a plan of reclamation (Tr.P. 2394; the Branch

Technical Position is set forth at Tr.P. 2399-2400 and re-

flects that emissions cannot exceed double the natural back-

ground). The fundamental thesis of the Branch Technical Po-'

sition is that the tailings be reclaimed in such a manner that

no ongoing active care would be required to stabilize piles

(Tr.P. 2395). Mr. Miller stated that the Branch Technical

Position applied to existing and new applicants (Tr.P. 2401,

2452) and that there would be no subsequent removal of tail-

| ings without prior Staff approval (Tr.P. 2455). By way of

example, Mr. Miller stated that the two most recent applicants

have committed to dispose of tailings belcw grade (Tr.P. 2396).

In response to further Perkins Board questions in this

area, the Staff presented G. Wayne Korr, who testified that
,

the Branch Technical Position had been ce=mitted to by all

agreement states (Tr.P. 2479).

Staff witness Paul J. Magno presented estimate.1 of the

release rates of Raden-222 frem uranium milling cperations,

\*
a
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the majority of which were not included in the outdated Cem-

missi,on Table S-3 raden value. Such are set forth below:
,

-

i Raden-222 Releases from Milline Cperations

Source of Release Curies per AFR

Milling of Cre 30

Tailings During Active Milling 750
.

Tailings Durin'g Inactive Peried 350

Subtotal 1130
,

,

(
Tailings Following Stabilization 1 - 10 (curies per year

per AFR)

(Staff Testimony of Paul J. Magno at 2, following Tr.P. 2369.)

Mr. Magno noted that the radon source f cm mining and mill-

ing represented essentially all of the radon that would be

released in the uranium fuel cycle (Tr.P. 2386).

Mr. Magno made reference to the 3 ranch Technical Posi-

tien and stated that to reduce the radon release rate to the

i Q 1evel specified in the Staff's performance objectives would
| <

| ; require between 6 and 20 feet of cover material ever the tail-

ings. The Staff believes that such a stabilized pile will
i
'

maintain its integrity over at least several hundreds of

years and that any degradation, if it takes place, will be
,

small and not catastrephic (Staff Testimony of Paul J. Magno

at S-9, folicwing Tr.P. 2369). Further, in order te provide
f

perspective, Mr. Magno estimated the release rate of Raden-
|

222 which would cccur f cm a tailings area if all of its

|

. - - _ . - - ._ -. _ . . ._
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. cover material were removed as a result of erosion processes

over some long period of time such as a thousand years. This

ccmp1'ete erosion of cover material (all other factors remain-'

7

ing the same) would result in a release rate of about 110

curies per year per AFR. This is a factor of about 10 - 100

greater than the estimates presented for the covered tailings

area (Staff Testimony of Paul J. Magno at 10, following Tr.P.

2369).

Staff witness, Dr. R. L. Gotchy, estimated projected

i
population doses attributable to Radon-222 releases associ-'

ated with the uranium fuel cycle to support the operation of
1/

one RRY,- considering the 4,100 curies /RRY from mining, the

1,100 curies /RRY f cm mill operations at an active pile and

subsequent drying of the pile prior to stabilization, and the

1 - 110 curies / year /RRY from the stabilized pile (Staff Testi-

many of R. L. Gotchy at 2, following Tr.P. 2369). The re-

suits for a mining and milling operation are summarized below:

1 ' Y Table 2. Estimates of Raden-222 Population'

Doses and Dose Rates frcm Mining andl

Milling operations

| Environ = ental Cose Cc=mitments
Estimate of (Man-rem)

,Rn-222 Releases Total Bodv Lung Bone

74.5 Ci/RRY 1.9 42 51
.

Mining (4,100 Ci/RRY) 110 2,300 2,800

Most Recent Milling
Escimate (110 Ci/RRY) 29 620 750

-

Current Mining &
Milling Subrotals- 140 2,900 3,600

1 Ci/RRY 0.025 0.56 0.68

l
r

s / v --

_ _
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(Staff testimony of R. L. Gotchy at 3, following Tr.P. 2369.)

,
From this table, the Staff's current best estimate of mining

and mil' ling deses (prior to stabilization) would be about 140o
;

man-rem (total body) , 2,900 man-lung-rem, and 3,600 man-bone-

rem par RRY.
.

Consistent with Mr. Magno's testimony, Dr. Gotchy stated,

that, using the time varying release rates assumed above, the
.

cumulative release and associated population dose ecmmitments

could be calculated frem stabilized tailings piles as fc11cws:

i Table 3. Estimate of Raden-222 Population Doses
from Stabilized Piles Per RRY'

'

_

Environmental Cose Ccmmitments'

,

Curies (Man-Rem)
Time (yrri Released Total Ecdy Lune Bone

-)

1 1 0.026 0.56 0.68
10 10 0.26 5.6 6.5

,, 50 50 1.3 28 34
100 100 2.6 56 68

b 500- 4,090 110 2,300 2,800
g- 1,000 53,800 1,400 30,000 37,000

:
-

.-

(Staff Testimony of R. L. Gotchy at 5, follcwing Tr.P. 2369.)V)<

>

I Dr. Gotchy noted that the Staff'probably overestimated the
,

bone dose''and lung dose in that it assumed that all the im-
i'

r haled material was soluable (Tr.P. 2444); that he utilized
t.

i; the conservative bronchial epitheliur c'se. parameter rather
!

I than the smeared lung dose (Tr.P. it ic ' 1) ; and that he used-

conservative population estimates (Tr.P. 2576). Dr. Getchy
,

then went cc to calculate potential health effects. In this

. regard, noting scme important f actors af fecting health ef-
i
'

f acts estimates such as life expectancies, age distrih :icns,

-- - . . - _ . ... - - - .
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' impacts of man-made and natural events and impact of techno- |
:

! logica1 changes, he stated that the question of estimating
,

'

health effects over long periods of time into the future is-

subject to very large uncertainties (Tr.P. 2420, 2439, 2589;

Tr. 2383, 2442). He stated that risk estimates of health ef-

facts are based on past and presen: demographic and environ-

mental statistics which are likely to change within the next

few centuries (Tr.P. 2420, 2439, 2S89). Continuing, he stated

that if one ignores these uncertainties, and assumes that
(

the risk of health effects per curie of Radon-222 released

to the atmosphere remains as it is today, it is possible to

calculate catential health effects into the future. He stressed,

however, that such an exercise is philosophical in nature and

may have no real meaning (Staff Testimony of R. L. Gotchy at

7, following Tr.P. 2369). In performing this calculation, Dr.

Gotchy estimated the potential health effects for a 100 to

() 1000 year period per reactor year to be:

Cancers Genetic Effects
,

1 Mining: 0.085 0.028
Active Milling & Drying: 0.023 0.0075
Stabilized Tailings Pile: 0.0020-1.1 0.00067-0.36

Totals: 0.11-1.2 0.36-0.40

(Staff Testimony of R. L. Gotchy at 19, following Tr.P. 2369.)

Dr. Gotchy found that regardless of the period selected,

Dr. Jordan was correct when he concluded that "the number is

insignificant compared to those due to raden centamination

- .- - . . .- _. _ .
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in natural background," and that the authors of WASH-1248

were correct in their belief that " population dose: " rom this

! source cannot be distinguished from background" (Staff Testi-j
'

.

many of R. L. Gotchy at 16, following Tr.P. 2369; See also Tr.'

! 7. 2446).

Intervenor cross-ev mined Dr. Gotchy extensively on his

assumptions (Tr. 2370-2493). The Perkins Board, as well as

Intervenor in the instant proceeding, inquired as to the basis

for the Staff's selection of the time frame within which Radon- .

k 222 is to be evaluated. Dr. Gotchy stated that he had bound

the assessment of the radon impact within a period of 100 to

1000 years; that he could not carry the, calculation out beyond

1000 years due to the fact that the uncertainty bounds are

orders of magnitude (Tr. P. 2435, 2440-42; Tr. 2442) . Dr.

Gotchy also stated that EPA had selected a thousand years (Tr.

P. 2440). Fu.d.er, he indicated that there was broad Staff

opinion that the proper time frame for calculating radon re-..

b leases falls between 100 and 1000 years (Tr. P. 2582; Tr.

2454-55). The Staff presented John Lerchl, who testified that

Dr. Gotchy was not alone in his selection of a proper time

frame within which to perform a proper and realistic assess-

ment of the impact of Raden-222; rather, his is the prevailing

opinion (Tr.P. 2617). While on the stand, Dr. Lerchl responded

to the Board question with respect to the status of Table S-3.

Dr. Lerchi stated that the Staff began taking a look at Table

S-3 in July 1977 and that its review to date did not reflect

any major deficiencies (Tr.P. 2535).
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Dr. Gotchy also updated the coal-nuclear comparison con-
~

tained in his original testimony. The old figure for the nu-
< .

'I 7 clear alternative was 0.5 deaths per 0.8 gigawatt year and the

new figure is 1 death per 0.8 gigawatt year (Tr.P. 2593). He

stated that at 100,000 years, the deaths from the coal and

nuclear alternatives would be at least ecmparable (Tr.P. 2593).

In this regard, Dr. Gotchy stated that the uncertainties in

the coal calculations were less than in the nuclear calcula-

tions (Tr.P. 2594). Further, he stated that he did not con-

sider the long-term impacts of the coal-fuel cycle, much less

the potentially. irreversible damaging climatic "greenhcuse

" et , Dr. Gotchy stated he was "sure"effect" (Tr.P. 2594). Y
e

that there will be long-term effects from the coal fuel cycle,

i.e., continuing acid mine drainage which mobilizes toxic

trace elements (Tr.P. 2594) and that such were probably under-

estimated for the long-term (Tr. 2435, 2483).
.

The Perkins Board questioned Dr. Gotchy on the differ-

ence between his testimony and the positien espoused by Dr.

Pohl in this regard (Tr.P. 2591). Dr. Gotchy explained that
,

Dr. Pohl used world-wide data and different assumptions (Tr.

P. 2591). Dr. Gotchy noted, however, that their respective

calculations were within a factor of two (Tr.P. 2591). Dr.

Gotchy stated that the main difference with his testi=cny and

Dr. Pohl's position was the latter's extrapolation to very

Icng pericds of ti=e (Tr.P. 2592).

. . - _ - - .__ . - -
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This Board finds that the environmental impacts of Radon-
.

222 have been explored by the parties in both Perkins and here-

in. It is now left to the Board to weigh the evidence and,

O.
*

decide the issue. In this regard, the Board is cognizant of
,

its responsibility under the National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA). 42 USC 4231 ej. seq.

"NEPA simply does not specify the quantum of in-
formation that must be in the hands of the de-
cisionmaker before that decisionmaker may decide
to proceed with a given project. Rather,

NEPA was in1;; ended v.o ensure that deci-
sions about feder n actions would be made
only after responsible decisionmakers had
fully adverted to the environmental conse-
quences of the actions, and had decided
that the public benefits flowing from the
actions outweighed their environmental
costs. (footnote omitted]"

State of Alaska, et al. , v. Andrus , Fed. 2nd.
(D.C. Cir. Slip Op. February 24, 1978 at 18).

The Board finds the Staff values for Raden-222 emanations

from the uranium fuel cycle. to be reasonably conservative.

" As to the alleged environmental consequences, such range from3

V
the Perkins Intervenors' and the instant Intervenor's position

of the accunulated heelth effects of billions of years to the

Staff and Applicant's position that the annual release is in-

significant when compared to natural background. The. Board
1

acknowledges that under the assumptions advanced by the Per-

kins Intervenors and the instant Intervenor, the health ef-

fects impacts of Radon-222 may be mathematically calculated

for any number of billions of years. (The Board noted that
.

Perkins Intervenors' and the instant Intervenor's assumptions

;

J

. - . . - - , - . - . . , , , , , - . - - - . , - - , - - - - - -- - - - . - - - - - - . . - - . . .
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are based on documents which are conservative in their analy-
.

ses.) The Board is of the view that such a mathematical ex-

i ercise of projecting health effects attributable to an annual,

i
*

miniscule pcpulation dose for an infinite period of time has
,

i limited validity; thathheextensionofsuchassessmentsever
so extreme a time frame is tco remote and so speculative as

to make them meaningless. The Board is aware that seme ele-

ment of speculation is implicit in NEPA. Scientists' Institute

for Public Information, Inc. v. AEC, 481 Fed. 2nd 1079, 1092

(D.C. Cir. 1973). However, the Board cannot disr2 gard future

contingencies which may well render, and in all likeliheed

will render, projections struck today meaningless at scme

future time. In this regard, the Board makes reference to
<

life expectancies, age distribution populations, impacts of

man-made and natural events and i= pacts of technological

changes such as prevention and cures for cancer. Simply put,

this Board is of the view that NEPA does not require an assess-
~

s

| j ment of highly speculative i= pacts billions of years into the
' 1/

future; rather, the Commission's information-gathering obli-
-

gations are subjected to a rule of reason. Natural Rescurces

Defense Council, Inc. v. Morton, 458 Fed. 2nd 827, 337 (D.C.
e

| Cir. 1972).

1/ See State of Alaska, et al., v. Andrus, supra, at Slip CE.
16, wherein 1 is acknowledged that agency action can pre-
ceed, despite being faced with uncertainty; that

|

" Agencies need not ' wait ferever to fathem the
unfathemable, or arrive at definitive answers
on questions far beycnd the existing state of
scientific or technological ability.'"

|

, _--- -- . _ _ _ _ _ _. __ - _ _ _ __ ___
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The Board is also of the view that, while a comparison

with tle annual natural background is extremely helpful, es-

pecia,11y the prospective it'provides.with regard to the fact
,

*
.

that the radon arising f cm the uranium fuel cycle is within*

the naturally occurring variations in such emanations, one

must go beyond that time frame. So postured, the Scard has

assessed this matter in terms of the health effects impact

to the U.S. population during the lifeti e of each individual

over the decay life of Raden-222 (i.e., a continuing 70-year

period). In this regard, the testimony is clear that the

Radon-222 imipacts frem the uranium fuel cycle per RRY are so

infinitesimally small as to render the health effects insig-

nificant. Specifically, the risk to the individual develop-

ing lung cancer during his lifetime f cm such emanation would

be 2.7 x 10-10--the risk of developing lung cancer from natural
7background radiation is 1.5 x 10 times greater than develop-

ing lung cancer frem the Raden-222 emanation frcm the uranium

fuel cycle.j

l The Scard notes that based on the Perkins record and
the instant record, it has been inclined to extend =cre weight

to the presentation of Applicant and Staff than that of In-

tervenors.

In addition to the above, the Board finds that the

health effects associated with the coal fuel cycle, insofar

as radon is involved, are comparable to these of the uranium

fuel cycle and thus, based upon the other benefits accruing

.. . _ _ - - - - _ _ . __. _ _ . _ _ . - __ ,
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to the nuclear option as set forth herein, the cost-benefit-

analysis favors the operation of McGuire as described.-1/
i

t, *

.i
C. Appendix I.

The Final Environmental Statement (FES) for the McGuire
Nuclear Station was issued in April 1976. The FES indicated

that the Staff was in the process of reassessing the para-

meters and mathematical models with respect of Appendix I of

10 CFR Part 50 and that a detailed assessment to determing
,

-
i i

conformance with Appendix I would be completed in connection' '

with the environmen*=1 hearing before the Board. The Staff

presented testiacny which detailed the results of that assess-

ment (Testimony of J. S. Boegli et al., following Tr. 444). o

Specifically, the assessment was performed to determine whetheri

the McGuire facility compiled with Sections II.A, II.3, II.C

and II.D of Appendix I.

A Based on its detailed evaluation, the Staff concluded
a

that the radioactivs waste management systems proposed for
' '

McGuire are capable of maintaining releases of radioactive

! material in liquid and gasacus effluents during normal opera-
;

tion, including anticipated operational occurrences, ;such
that the doses will not exceed the numerical design objectives

specified in Section II. A, II.3, and II.C of Appendix I (Testi-

many of J. S. Boegli et al. , at 6, follcwing Tr. 444).

1/ The Board notes the short-term and long-term health ef- '
~

fects associated with the coal fuel cycle.

. . . . . - . . _ , - - . - - - _ _ - _ ,
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The evaluation also showed that the Applicant's proposed
.

design of the liquid and gaseous waste treatment systems for

the .McGuire facility satisfies the guides on design objectives,

*

set forth in the Annex to Appendix I (Docket RM-50-2) speci-

fled in the option provided by the Commission's September 4,

1975 amendment to Appendix I and, therefore, need not comply

with the . requirements of Section II.D of Appendix I (Testimony

of J. S. Soegli et al., at 6, following Tr. 444).

The Staff concluded that when the McGuire facility be-

comes operational, the liquid and gaseous radwaste treatment

systems will reduce radioactive materials in effluents to "as

low as is reasonably achievable" levels in accordance with 10

CFR Part 50.34a and, therefore,are acceptable (Testimony of

J. S. Boegli et al., at 7, following Tr. 444).

The Board finds, based en the Staff's evaluation, that

the proposed liquid and gaseous radwaste management system

for the McGuire Nuclear Station meet the criteria set forth

) in Appendix I, and are therefore acceptable.,

III. CCNCLUSION

The Board has reviewed the entire record of this pro-

'
ceeding, including the proposed findings of fact and ;conclu-

sions of law submitted by the parties. All of the proposed

findings and conclusions submitted which are not incorporated

directly or inferentially in this Initial Decision are here-

with rejected as being either unsupported by the weight of

_ - - ._ - _ _ _ _
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credible evidence or as being unnecessary to the rendering',

,

of this Initial Decision.

.In an operating license proceeding the Board is called,
,

*,

upon to decide only the issues in controversy among the parties

(10 CFR 52.760a and Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 2, SVIII). In
i,

this case, the contentions and evidence have placed in issue

the general subjects of need for power, alternate medes of

generation, seismic design, financial qualifications and solar

power.
,e .

Although the Board's resolution of environmental matterst

is not materially different from that by the Staff in the Final

Environmental Statement (Staff Evh4 hit A) the Board is mind-
ful both of the provision in 10 CFR Part 51 (Section. 51.32(b)

,

(3) , which states in effect that the FES is deemed scdified

by this Board's decision), and is mindful also of the Commis-

sion's own direction with respect to the proper handling of

such matters as the uranium fuel cycle issue (revolving around
.

J Table S-3).

The burden of that direction is that when there is scme

possibility that the overall cost-benefin balance may have

been affected by the Board's assessment of an impact seme-
4.

what differently frem the FES, the Board should censider

whether the change is so significant as to tip the overall
;

cost-benefit balance. Accordingly, this scard has struck its

own independent cost-benefit balance, taking into account its -

own assessment of the factors indicated abcve and those set

.

,. . - < . , . - - , -- - - - , - - , - - - - _ -- .~ ., - . . . - - . . - .
.
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1/
- forth in the margin.- This, in turn, has required the Board

,

to consider the margin favoring licensing action in the FIS
, .

.i cost-benefit balance by the Staff and the adequacy of the

Staf" review. In that regard the Board has satisfied itself

that the FES is an adequate and comprehensive assessment of

the factors to be considered under NEPA. We find th7.5 the

totality of the changes are not so significant as to tip the

cost-benefit balance against the acticn otherwise indicated,

/ i.e., issuance of operating licenses.

Accordingly, in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act

and the ccmmission'.s Regulations, and on the basis of the en-

tire record in this proceeding anc the foregoing discussion

and findings, the Board concludes a's follows:

(1) The Environmental review conducted by the Cem-

mission's Regulatory Staff pursuant to Section

102 ( 2) ( A) , (C) and (E) of NEPA and 10 CFR Part
'

' 51 is adequate;
..)

(2) The requirements of Section 102 (2) ( A) , (C) and

(E) of NEPA and 10 CFR Part 51 have been ccm-

piled within this proceeding;

(3) Having considered and decided all matters in:

centroversy among the parties, and having in-

if The Board has also considered whether it would make cny
difference to the cost-benefit balance of the final assess-
ment under 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I, the health effeces
of coal vs. nuclear, and the Commission's interim rule re-
garding the effects of the uranium fuel cycle.
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dependently considered the final balance among
.

conflicting factors contained in the record of'

the proceeding with a view to determining the, .

appropriate action to be taken, the Scard has
,

determined that full-term, full-power operating

licenses for Units 1 and 2 should be issued.

The Board has determined that the license con-
1

ditions proposed in the Staff FES should be

applicable to the operating licenses as follows:

l'
' Before engaging in additional construction or

operational activities which may result in a

significant adverse environmental impact not

evaluated or significantly greater than that
,

evaluated in the FES, the Applicant shall pro-

vide written notification to the Office of Nu-

clear Reactor Regulation. The Scard has also

determined that environmental technical speci-
),

i
' s' fications should be established along the lines

prcposed by the Staff in item 73(1) through (8)
t !

of the Summary and Conclusions at p. iii of the

| Final Environmental Statement.
::

With regard to the safety issues, the Scard concludes

that the application for operating licenses and the record of

the proceeding contain sufficent information, and that the re-
!
'

view of the application by the Staff has been adecuate to sup- -

port the following finding:

i
i

-- . . . - . . - - - - . - , - . - . , , , ,-
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The Board finds that in accordance with the provisions
.

o f 10 CFR 550. 91 and 10 CFR 550. 57 :

.(1) There is reasonable assurance that construction.. ,
.

i
'

*

of the facility will be substantially completed,
,

on a timely basis, in conformity with the con-

struction permit and the application as amended,

the provisions of the Act, and the rules and

regulations of the Ccmmission;

(2) There is reasonable assurance that the facility
'

. .

I will operate in conformity with the application

as amended, the provisions of th'e Act, and the

rules and regulations of the Commission;

(3) There is reasonable assurance (i) that the
activities authorized by the operating li-

censes can be conducted without endangering

the health and safety of the public, and (ii)

that such activities will be conducted in com-

pliance with the Commission's regulations;

(4) The Applicant is technically and financially

qualified to engage in the activities to be

|

authori::ed by the operating licenses in'

|
; .

accordance with the Ccmmission's regulations ^;

(5) The applicable provisions of 10 CFR Part 140
.

have been satisfied; and

(6) The issuance of the licenses will not be inimical
to the ccmmon defense and security or to the

health and safety of the public.

,

- - , . , ._-e < . , -. a- ---w, -- y ---
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Having considered and decided all matters in controversy
.

among the parties related to operation, the Director of Nuclear

Reactor Regulations should be authorized to make such addi-,

t
*

tional findings on uncontested issues as may be necessary to
,

j issuance of full-term operating licenses for McGuire Nuclear

Station, Units 1 5 2, subject to the conditions referenced

above.

I7. ORDER
i

! r Based upon the Scard's findings and conclusions, and

pursuant to the Atemic Energy Act of 1954, as. amended, and

the Ccmmission's regulations, IT IS ORDERED that the Director

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is authorized to issue operating

licenses to the McGuire Units 1 & 2, consistent with the Notice

of Receipt of Application for Facility Operating Licenses;

Notice of Availability of Applicant's Environmental Repert; and
,

Notice of Consideration of Issuance of Facility Operating Li-
^

[ censes and Notice of Opportunity for Eearing (39 Fed. Reg. 20833,

June 14, 1974).

In accordance with Sections 2.754, 2.760, 2.762 and

2.764(a) of the Commission's Rules of Practice 10 CFR Part 2,

that this Initial Decision shall be effective i=nediately and
,

shall constitute the final action of the Commission forty-five

(45) days after the date of issuance hereof, subject to any

review pursuant to the Rules of Practice. Exceptions to this
_

Initial Decision may be filed by any party within ten (10) days'

!

- -- - . - . . . _ . ... - __ - - .
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after service of this Initial Decision. A brief in support
,

of the exceptions shall be filed within thirty (30) days

thereafter, forty (40) days in the case of the Regulatory Staff.,

e
*

; Within thirty (30) days after service of the brief of appellant

(forty (40] days in the case of the Regulatory Staff) , any

other party may file a brief in support of, or in opposition

to,.the exception.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

(
.

Dr. Cadet H. Hand, Jr., Member
Dr. Emmeth H. Luebke, Member
Robert M. Lazo, Esq., Chairman

.

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
!

this day of , 1978.
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